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Introduction

T ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurement,'and tValuatiorlis
producing a: series_ of extensive bibliographies on:tests that are widely

used in educational settings. The purpose of the bibliographies'ie to
provide references to /studies that add to the understanding of th
development, nature, and use of the teata.

I

This Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) Bibliography was compiled
f am computer searches of 10 data bases: ABI Inform, AIM/ARM, Disserta=

ti n Abstracts International, ERIC, Exceptional Child Abstracts, the
National Tethnical Information Service, Psychological Abstracts, the
Smithsonian Scientific Information Exchange,.Social Science Citation Index,
and Saciologicallbstracts- Exdept for a few "landmark" documents or
aiticles, the bibliography covers the period from January 1968_to January

1979. Since inclusion in data bases generally, lags behind' publication,
few articles or reports published after July 1978 are inc/uded. The

Dissertation Abstracts Infofmation (DAI) computerized data 'base can be
Searched only by author and title. -Therefore, a manual search of DAI

from 1968 to the present was undertaken. Individuals scanned all
citations in those volumes and identified about 30 dissertations that
were appropriate for the bibliography: The computer search hAP not
identified these particular dissertations because neither the abbreviation
GRE, nor the term Graduate Record Examinations-was in the tieles.

Only klocuments or titles that are readily available are included in

the.bibliography. ERIC documents (those with an ED number appearing at
the end of the bibliographic citation) may be purchased from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service.. Price and ordering information is appended.
If users do not. wish to purchase a'document, ERIC microfiche collectiods,

- .

available at about b00 locations throughout the country, may be used.
Most of these collections are open to the public, cIf you are unable to
locate a collection in your area, write to the. ERIC Clearinghouse on
Tests, tfeasurement, and Evaluation, Educational Testing Service, Princeton,
N.J. 08541 or call 609-921-9000 for a listing.

DiaSertations are available from University Microfilms International.
For the latest information on'prices and ordering, please consult a recent
copy of Dissertation AbStracta International or call, toll'free, 800 -521-

3042.

boted-jornas are nIf selecule oi readily available to you, th University__
Microfilms Itternatidnal (UMI) and the Institute for Scientific Informa=
.t ion (ISI) provide a journal reprint service.- Order information may be
obtained by calling UMI toll free at 800-521-3042 or ISI toll free

at 800-523-1'850.

, Any Other. document .which does not have a special order number or is

mot available through a journal is available by writing to GRE, Educational

Testiiig Service, PrincetOn, NJ 08541.-

Each article listed in the bibliography was indexed with terms from
the.Thesaurus of ERIC Deacriptdra. Descriptors were assigned to reflect
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.the major subject emisOlio&thi%dipisC4pent.' In most cases, terms such as
Higher Education,, .Qraduattndents, and so forth, were not used since
that was the)ma:joi fOduOf.tbisT6ibii:4iaphy and nearly all citations
would have been it de terms.6 In a'few cases, where in our
judgment use yak these :tZfrei wv.jugtified; they were; assigned.

-.2.v. -,.3t

The bibliogiaphyiOlv414-WT,otoltwasectioris. The first" lists
citations that contain substhhtiVeoinformationrerated to the GREs.
The second section lisfs reviews :and'commentaries on the GREs. 'Both

sections' have abstracts. 'Finally, while we have attempeeil to make this
bibliography as-exhaustive as possible, we may have missed a few relevant
citations. Therefore, if'we have nat.:included an arti-Cle or document
that'you feel is appropiiate,,,please'send e copy to ERIC/TM. Supplements
to this bibliography will be published and will include these artitles or
documents.

A Brief History of the Graduate Record Examinations

The Graduate Record Examinations, known as the Cooperative Graduate
Testing Program until 1940, were an outgrowth of a project -funded by the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, in the early 19308 to
study__ the outcomes of college education. This project--the'Pennsylvania
Study "--Wasthe first large-scale attempt to measure academic achievement
in higher education by using objective multiple-choice tests. Anticipating
a large increase in the number of applicants for graduate study as the
Depression came to an end, the Carnegie Foundation and Columbia, Harvard,
Princeton, and Yale Universities continued the work with financial support
from-the Carnegie Corporation of New York. Faculty committees drawn from
the four universities developed tests intended to measure students'
intellectualcgrowth,and development both through study of the,liberal
arts and through mastery of specialized fields.

The original test battery consisted
mattematics, physics,,chemistry, biology
fine arts, and a "verbal factor." These
firSt-time in October 1937 to firstyear
Harvard, Princeton, and Yale.

Since the profile tests were not completely appropriate for measuring
one's learning in a particular discipline or major field of stud,i work
was begun.to develop 16 "advanced" tests- These were first administered
in the fall of 939.

Interest in the tests spread- rapidly. Inithe early years of testing,
validity studies were carried out at the four universities that participated
initially and,also at Indiana and Vanderbilt Universities, the State
University of Iowa, and the Universities of Michigan, Pittsburgh, and
Wisconsin. By 1940, the tests had been administered to more than 27,000

werein 14 graduate and 26 undergraduate i.nLtitutions, and results
were pramising enough to cause widespread considereaon to be given to
the use of GRE spores as part of -.the credentials CO be presented for

-

of eight "profile" tests in
, social studies, literature,
tests were administered for the
graduate students at Columbia,
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admittance to graduate school. In 19.42, 'the-Carnegie Corporation said in

its annual report that "the examination scores alone are approximately as

useful as :transcript ,records taken alone, amd the two, cOmbined in a.

manner which uses the test results-as a-s4plement to"other evidence of

student;sLqualifi icatons, yield a betterfbasis for classifying students ,

than eithef one used alone""(quoied by.Howard J.-Savage in Fruit of an

Impulse, p. 291).

. Prior to1942, the Graduate Rvoid Examinations were given solely
through "cooperating" inititutions--that,is, in the so-called '!insti-

tutional mode." By 1942,'however, increasing use of the examinations as
part of the prOcess of admission to -graduate study led'to the establish-

ment of the firtt test centers at Which students not enrolled in the

testing 'institution could takeethe tests.. The graduar shiftthat had led
toward use in admissionswas reflected in the number of undergraduate and

graduate studenpstested: in 1938-39, 1,131 (28-percent) of the /7*9
students testeewere unaergraduates and by 1941-42 undergradua9W.
accounted for 5,312 (67 percent:),of the 7,936 students taking 511ZGRE.-

The Independent Student Testing;Program was'therefoie-initiate&-in

1942=43, and in the year 135 students were tested via the "indi-

vidual mode" at',35 testing localiont.

After the Second World War, as = the number.of stndentt ireturnng to
_ _

academic study'intreased, so did_the%number of students .taking the

Graduate Record Examinations. In 1944-445,6,446 students took the GRE;

by 1948-49, the annual number had:-grown_to -51;231.

During the same period,. the emphasis of the Institutional.Testing_

Program shifted;. Initially,-it was the oechanism through which graduate

institutions tested their own enrolledfirst-yemr-graddate students, but

over'the years it was increasngly used by institutions to assess the

educational accomplishments :of ,theii undergraduate students.
.

TO ACCOniodate_the particular needs of undergrpduate schools, the
TeStS of General Education were. introduced in 1946. According to the

FebruarY 1947 Bulletin of the'Griduate e-c-ordExamitiationsi these new

tests were detigned "to measure as,'directLy as possible .the attainment of

importantobjectives ofgeneral education_at,,the.iollege level" (p. 8).

The Profile Tests were still to be offere-crthroUghlSoth.the:)Independent

Student Testing Program andthe Institntionak Tett-ing:PrOgrat, but their
use was to be "restricted graduateandroft'Spiotial studentt'and tb

appliCantt of suchschools", accordingtortheB.Jfetit (p. 7);and,J _

"inidergraduate.c011eges administering t_he'Gradsate:Record Examinations
_for purposes of general guidance and.appraita1are require4 to administer

the Tests of General Education rather th4n-ehe'Profiletets" (p. 8).
, -

Conteht of the Tests,
-

. . .

the. GRE Aptitude Tett was introduced ai'a-regular part of

the Graduate Record Examination's Progr:im; leading to: modifications in
_

both the. Profile Tests and Tests Of' General Education as their emphasis on
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general verbal and quantitative abilities was reduced. The Aptitude. Test,

first administered as the Graduate'Aptitude Test in a 1946 experiment,
: generated eClo scores: a verbal ability score and .a quantitative ability

score: With its introductionithe last basic piece of the Graduate
14vord Examinaiions Program asi.t is known today was in place;

In January 1948, the Graduate Record Examinations became therespon-
Sibility of the newly established Educational Testing Service. Almost
immediatey_liaison_was established with a newly created_ Committee on
Testing_of the Association of Graduate-Schools, (AGS) in the Association
of AmeriEan UniverSitiesi_Which_worked with the GRE Program office_to
review the tests and services that were being offered. In;1951, the name".
of the Independent Student. jesting_Program was changed to the National
Program for Graduate School Selection, and-changes in the test offerings
continued-as the need'of both the-National Program and Institutional
Program were continually reevaluated.

With the growtfv-In the utility and use of the new Aptitude Test, the
Profile'Tests- were discontinued in 1953 in:the National Program and in
1954_in the Institutional Testing Program. In'hat same. year, the
Institutional Testing ProgaM alo discontinued the Tests Of_Gengral
Education, replacing them with the Area Tests, a comprehensive appraisal
of college students' orientation in three.principal areas of hullin
culture: .social'' sciencei humanittesi and natural science..

In 1967, the Institutional Testing.. Program and use of Area Tests was

discontinued. By 1964; the GRE Program included the Aptitude Test and 18
Advanced Tests in biology, business, chemistry, economics, education,
engineering, French, geology; government, history, literature, mathematics,
philosophy, physical education, physics, psychology, sociology, and
Spanish.

In subsequent years) a number of Advanced Tests were introduced:
-music (1965), speech (1965), geography (1966), anthropology (1968),
German (1970), and computer science (1976). And in the early seventies,
several Advanced,Tests were discontinued: business (1970), physical
education (1970), speech (1970), and anthropology (1971). -

In 19774 the Aptitude Test was restructured to yield separate scores
for three areas--basic verbal, quantitative, and analytical abilitieS.

The GRE Board, the GRE staff, and the ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests,
Measurement, and.,Evaluation share an interest in providing.GRE users,
researchers, and measurement specialists with detailed information
related to the proper use of tests;- We hope that this bibliography will
be helpful.
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la; Ager, Merlin F. A Study of the Relationships Between Selected

Personality Variablesandavis)r, Supervisory Ratings and Grades
,Cif-StUdent-Teachers-. Ph.D. dissertation; The Ohio State University, 1967.

(Order -No. 68-8792.)

This study was concerned with two broad areas: student teaching performance

and personality. Thirty elementary education student teachers--solely

female students in a denominational liberal arts-college--were given a

series of personality measures before they began their student teaching.

In addition, results of standardized intelligence and achievement tests

they had taken previously,and cumulative college achievement averages,

were recorded. During their student teaching, the researcher visited

each Student while class was in session. For each student teacher,' there

were at least six visits of fifteen minutes or more. College supervisors

(not including the researcher) also made visits during the same eight-week

period. The following independent variables related significantly at or

beyond the .05 level to a greater number of verbal behaviors than chance

expectations: the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory, the Junior Index.

of Motivation Scale, the Ohio State Picture Preference Scale (two keys),

total grade point averages, education grade Point averages, American
College Test scores, Graduate Record Examinations (humanities and Advanced

Education). The\Rokeach Dogmatism Scale, the JIM Scale, and the GRE
(humanities) related significantly to supervisofy ratings--the D Scale
negatively and-the others positively. The JIM Scale, education gpa, and

the GRE (humanities) related significantly to grades (all positively).

2a. Albanse, Robert. Comparative Study of Undergraduate Business Majors

with Undergraduate Non-Business Majors. Training Development Journal,

1970, 24(10), 34-36,. 39..

Business and economics students performed significantly poorer than arts
and science students on course tests-and on the School and College. Aptitude

Test and the Graduate Record Examinations,

3a.. Allen; George Cameron; Purvesi-Alan. The Impact of External EXatain-
ations_oethe Teaching of English. Study Group Paper. No. 9. September

1966; 28pp. ED 082214.

In this paper, extergal testing (public tests) is examined frOM a British

point of view 15,Peorge CamerOn Allen; an American then responds'to-Allen's

views.. Allen discusses the history of external examinations in Britain,
,paying i\ partcular Attention to the General Certificate of,Education (GCE)_

examinations and the dichotaMy, that exists between language and literature

portions of the test.. Most students who are college bound are "done with
-English" at the ale of sixteen; only those who specialize in English go

on to higher level English teats focusing on'litefature at the university

level. Because they had questions about this traditional approach to
=testing. the British reexamined their test.forms and decided to provide

.z.
an altIrive test--the Certificate of Secondary Education (CSE)--which

-

apays p cular attention to the individual student; more closely relates
language and literature, and provides an oral, examination, which the GCE



had not provided. -.The American paper responds 1,7. commenting on the
Scholastit Aptitude Test, noting the attention paid to vocabulary and
multiile-choice items. Advantages and disadvantages of the Advanced

-Placement English Test and the GRE English Test are considered. The

author concludes by- suggesting that asProfile of the student's writing
may tell a great deal more than a straight examination.

4A. Angelis, Paul J. Language Testing and Intelligence Testing:-
'Friends or Foes? Occasional Papers -o Le Carbondale;

Ill.: Southern Illinois Univ., April 1977. 9pp. ED 145 677.
-

This paper discusses the relationship between language proficiency and
intelligence, In particulari.it. is concerned with the elements of

'intelligence testing that creep into tests designed to determine language
proficiency; the proliferation of testing of all types; and the kinds of
interpretations made of test Scores; PArticular reference.is made, to the

nonnative adult speaker of English who is freqUently subjected to'tes.ts
of intelligence and language.proficiency. Native7speaker.data indicate

that the reading section of the Test of_English is a Foreign Language
(TOEFL) presents difficulty for the native- and nonnative speaker of
English alike; and that both groups find this section the most difficult
of the test.: A Comparison,of TOEFL and Graduate Record Examinations:
scores for foreign students applying.for admission to TexasASM University
did not show.a very -high correlation; A Swedish study; which - attempted

to examine the relationship between proficiency in Englishas:a second
languageandvariousintelligence factors, was alsoUnable to find high
correlation beotween language profiCiency test results and intelligence

test results. Indications are that the GRE and similar tests are snot

appropriate for determining second- languageproficiency. What is needed
is further investigation of the relationship between language and intelli-
gence-in particular,.joint research by linguists, psychologists, and
measurement specialists.

5A. Anthony, William 4.; And Others. Prediction_ofHuman Relations
Training Outcbme_by Traditional and Nontraditional Selection Indices.
Counselor Education & Supervision, 1974, 14(2),:105-111.

This article presents.a variety-of-traditional and nontraditional selection
indices -to predict the outcome of a graduate-level:course in-counseling ;
designed to improve human-relations'skills. .Subjects were 21 graduate.
counseling students. Multiple correlations ofl75-,.;$0 were found between
a measure of_trainingoutcomes and various combinations of predictors:. A
series of multiple linear regression 'analyses indicated that the traditional
_selection indices-7grade point average; Graduate Record ExaMinations ;

scores (both verbal and quantitative scales), and the MillerAnalogies.,
Testaccounted for a very minor amount, of .the.variance in ratings of the

final taped interview. In contrast; a newly developed selection measure
(trainability index accounted for almost 'alt of the predictive variance.

The need for a new and more efficient predictive model for graduate-level
counselor training is discussed. 4

O



6a. AptitudeTest Scores of Prospective Graduate Students in'Sciente
Remained_Easentially_the Same -from- 1970 to 1975. Washington, D.C.:

National Science Foundation, D_iv. of ScienceResources StudieS, September
1977. 6pp. ED 146 039.

ThiS report summarizes an Edutational Testing Service (ETS) review-of
meat St-Ore-S:6h the Graduate Record Examinations of candidates for graduate

study in science and'ftineering fields for -the period1970-1975;- It was,_

found that test resUlts_remained_essentially stable within each particular

field during that period. Significant differentes'between fields.were

found; In quantitative ability; science and engineering- candidates
averaged.mOre than_onestandard deviation higher than nOhStiehte -OandidateS.

ttO_the average; there was nodifferente imverbal'abilitybetWeen science

.ghdnonscience groups;- however; within the science fields, engineering
candidates averaged noticeably lower than the others: Education candidateS

averaged' lowest of all groups-in both verbal and quantitativemean scores.

7a. Ayers; Jerry B..;;Peters, R. Martin, Predictive Validity of the Test

of Englihas a Foreign Language for Asian Graduate Students in Engineer-:-.

EdutationaPayeffological Measurement,. 1977,.37(2), 461-463:

The validity of the TeSt of English-as a Foreign-Language (TOEFL) was
examined in_relationto predidtion of success of 50 male Asian studentS

Whd had coMPlted_master's-programs in engineering, chemistry, or.Mathe-,.
_ .

matics.. A significant:correlation was found between scores from the TOEFL

and overall GPA. A regression equatiOn using scores from TOEFL and the

verbal section, of the;Graduate.Record Examinations was.developed.

_

8i. Baird- Leonard-L. Biographical and Educational CorrelateS of

Graduate -and Profes-sinml School Admissions Test Scores. Educational

Psychological Measurement, 1976; 16(2)i:415-420;
. .

To understand the functions of graduate-level admissiOn tests, the char-

acteristics of students who scored-high comOared with those who scored.

low onthree tests.were examined on thebasis of correlation of scotes:

` from each of the tests with a large number of other variables reflecting

the studenOs' batkground -and educational characteristics. From adiverse
Sample of 21;000 college seniors in 94 colleges, 'students were identified

Who had taken the Graduate Record Examinations, the Law School Admissiom

TeSt, and the Medical College Admission Test. In.general-i- test scores

were associated with characteristics reflecting academic abilities and

interests and values generally congruent with the academic way of life.

They were also aasociated, however, with some personal characteristici,

which could 'be interpreted as showing bias' in' the test. It is' argued,

however, that they.probably;prOvide reasonably accurate assessments of

the_academic tafent of the, apRlicants at the time they take the' test.:

Self reported -GRE verbal scores (GRE,-V) and GRE quantitative scores.

(GRE-0 were'correlated:Wfth other variables in the' study

dq

Such-as-under-

graate GPA, sc olarship, and so forth. GRE-V correlated highest with

self-rating' on',wrting'ability and reading ability_(r= .35),-and GRE-Q

correlated highest with self-rating on mathematical ability (r = .61).

/:_
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9a. Baird, Leonard L.; And Others: The .Graduates: A Report on the
Plans and,' Characteristics of College Seniors. GRE Board Research Report -

GREB No. 70 -4R. Princeton, NJ: Educationpl Testing Service, March 1973.
224pp. ED 093-185.

:

Ninety-fOur colleges administered the College Senior Survey, a machine-
readable questionnaire designed for investigating the educational plans.
of .seniors (class of 1971), their attitudes'toward work, and toward the
college, their backgrounds, feelings about'academic performance, college.
careers, accomplishments outside the classroom, and perceptions of various
careers and schools of advanced training. Results are categorized according
to undergraduate experiences, perceptions of Careers and schools, future
careers 'contrasting plans of men and women, survey data for black .

seniorsi correlates of grades and test scores, and correlates of career
c' ices and financial aid./"-

10a. BaIlird, Rene N.; And Others. Identification and Directed Counseling
of Political Science Majors.' Final Report. Galesburg, Ill.: Knox College,
May 1970. 16pp. ED 059 514.

This study was conducted .to_survey and develop a namber of tools to -help
identify strengths and.Weakarses of the majors and programs in political
science at Knox College. The data that were used were cumulative average
in.politicaI science,,Graduate'Record Examinations scores (seniors only),
Scholastic Aptitude Test. scores (verbal and quantitative),.grade in
Political Science 201 (introductory course),.cUmulativedepartmental--
evaluation of 'options open" -test of students, and intensity.of counseling
of students. ,Among_the.conclusions are_the following: (1) the intensity
of cOunseling activityjs high' and should be maintained at this level or'
higher; (2) the '"opt ions.open"test is an important test with high
correlation to success in majoring in political science; (3) information
produced through the evaluation of students according to individual
professors' assessmenttoftheiroOenness:to 'diverse sources. of informa-_
tion. and to avariety-of alternative political .choices.shouldbe gathered
and made available, to the department a whole; and (4);a new and;
simplified record form should be substituted to map-out a student's
strengths and areas in Which support is needed; .

: Ila. Bean, Andrew.. -The Prediction of Performance in an Educational
Psychology Master's Degree. Program. FanrationaI & Psycbologica _MeAmrp-
ment, 1975, 35(4),.963-967.

This article examines the predictive validity of the Graduate Record\
Examinations Aptitude Test verbal and quantitative scores (GRE-V-and
GRE=Q) and undergradlate GPA (UGPA). Criterion variables consisted of.
graduate GPA (GGPA)', the Master's Comprehensive Examination)-(MCE) scores,
and grades in individual required courses for 91 graduate students.
GRE=V correlated .31 with GGPA but piled to correlate significantly with

-
any other criterion. UGPA was not significantly related to any Of the
criteria. These somewhat atypical:findings show the need for local
.validation of grOluate almissions-measures.
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12a. Bittlingmaier, Betsey.Hinea. Admissions Criteria and'SUCCeaa in

Two School Psychology Programs.. Ph.D. dissertation; Fordham Univ., 1977.

.(Order No. 77-28070.)

This study analyzed admissions data from two uhiveiraities and used the

data to-calculate a series of regression equations predicting graduate
grade-point average, faculty ratings of academic and interpersonal

abilities, whether a'student would receive the degree or fail to graduate,

and theexteht of long-term involvement in the field of school psychology

after gradUltion. It was found that widely used admissions criteria,

such as undergraduate grade point average, undergraduate grade point,

average in psychology, and Miller AnalogieS Test -(MAT) andGRE_scores;_
either alone or combined in regression equations; did not-predict sufficient'

amounts of criterion variance to -make a.meaningful es mate of a student's

performance in a program. The highest multiple-R attained in a regression

.equationwas in an equation predicting faculty rating Of interpersorial

ability However; this ratini.of 56 yielded an R2 of only =..32- thOt

accounting for only 32 percentofthe:variance. A comparison of._criteriin

meads of loW scorers -on GRE and MAT tests indicated that; generally,

_criterion means for low scorers on GRE or_ MAT were very slightly below

total-group means. These reaults were not consistent; however. In-three

cases; low scorers attained higher criteria means than high scorers;

Only the comparisotCpfGRE verbaleplusquantitaiive scores yielded

consistently lower mean scores on all-three criterion variables for the

group with low admissions test scores. The differences in means were not

significant for any group; - -

13a. :Blatiohsrd,- B._Everard; A Fonr-Year Survey of DePaul University's

School of EdUcation"Masterts Degree Graduates from__19_66:through 1969.

First Interim_Report.oChicago: . De Paul'Univ;; School of Education; 197 -0.

24pp. ED 050 663.

This study identified the_ characteristics of 456 of the 524 students

who were granted a master's degree by the School of Education of De Paul

uhivetity from:1966:through 1969 in one of the following areas: business

edUCation, curriculUm directorship, elelencary education, guidance and

counseling, reading,:sChool_administration; and secondary education.

Information was obtained and analyzed for the following characteristics:

(1) birthplace; (2)_undergraduate education, (3) residence, (4) under-
graduatedegreei (5) admission status) (6) grade point average entering

the program, (7) age beginning graduate study, (8)_Area_of specialitation;

(9) degree granted; (10) grade point average -end of graduate study, .

(11) age concluding degree requirements, (12) time taken. to complete

degree requirements; and (13) Graduate Record Examinations scores.

14a. Blanchard, B. Everard. A Four-Year Survey of Master Degree Graduatea.

ImprovingCollege and University Teaching, 1977, -25(2), 93-99.

Attributes-peculiar to students who earned master's degrees from DePaul

University's School of Education from 1966 to 1969 are examined in order

to judge the, quality of the graduate program. Data are reported on the

student's birthplace, residence, undergraduate study and degree, admission

13
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status; GPAi specialization, age beginning and endin , degree-granted,
and GRE scores;

I5a. Boldt, Robert Trends in Aptitude of Graduate Students in Science.
Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing Service, December 1976. 26pp. ED 150
483.

This study stems from the concern that recent emploYeFt trends among
scientists will result' in a'drop in-the ability of students entering
-scientificfields; In an attempt toprovide,someindiatioo of whether
this:isthe'case,the histdry files!of the_dt'aduate Record' ExamThations
were-used to construct a history of Aptitude Test statistics_for the_years
1970-71; The chief focus of'the study was the.examitation of possible
regular changes or trends:ifi Aptitude Test mean scores over the observed
periodj,but the study indicates that no such changes or trends of practical
significance occurred over the period. The major differences observed in
scores were those between students in different fields, and these differ-
ences occurred consistentlyover the whole period. under examination. In
quantitative ability; candidates in the sciences averaged more than one
standardaeviation-higherthan candidates in nonscience fields and;
within the sciences,_ examinees_ in the physical and math scienCesaveraged.
-nearly one standard'Aeviation higher than those in the life and basic
social sciences. In verbal ability;._the science and nonscience candidates
did _not differ on the average; buCwitbin the science group; engineering
candidates averaged noticeably lower than the others.:

I6a; Boldt, Robert F. . ce.
Princeton; N.J.: Educational Testing Service, January 19-73. 3Opp. ED 077
.928;

In an attempt_to determine whether recent employment trends among scientists
is resulting in a drop in the ability. of students entering scientific
Zields; GRE files were used to construct a history of Aptitude Test
statistics for 1966-67,1967-68, 1970-71; and 1971 -72. For the latter
three years, students were classified by the department which they
indicated should receive their scores; For data from 1966-67, classifi-
cations were_baaed on the fields in which students indicated an intention
to study. The latter means were unaccountably depressed. For the_last
three years studied; declining trends in means were noted for physical
sciences;_math sciences; engineering; basic social sciences; applied
social sciences; and the arts and humanities. A declining trend in
quantitative scores was very strong for physical sciences; math sciences,
and engineering, and'adeclining trend in verbal scores was also noted in
the other areas mentioned above. These_trends support the hypotheses of
the study;_but the study does not reveal any particular cause. Given
these results, suggestions were made for continuing to monitor similar
data and validate trends noted in the history file.

17a. Boozer, Jack S., Jr. Dropouts and Ph.D.'s from the Emory University
Graduate School Of Arts and Sciences- 1962_1988. Ph.D. dissertation;
Emory University, 1972. 205 pp. (Order No. 72-32657.)
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-
Thisatudyokstudents in the Graduate SChool of Arts_and Sciences at
Emory University attempts to answer one general question: What are the,

primary factors that influence a student either to withdraw from an Emory
graduate program or to complete a doctoral degree at Emory? Two separate

questionnaire surveys were taken of graduate students who had attended
one of_11 departments tome time- between 1962 and 1968; Those' who had
dropped out of Emory during that period were sampled in21968, and the '

238 who completed their Ph.D.S within the same time span were sampled. in
1969. _There were 202_unsUccesSfUl students who eventually responded to__
the '1968 survey. Both sample groups were determined to be representative
cross-sections of their, respective populatiOhg. -The study is based on a

comparison of the twogaiples using the atistical methodsof cross._
tabulation, chi square, and Multiple_regressionanalysis. The suceessfur

and unsuccessful students are most similar in their preparation and
objectives._ They tend to have the same_types of baCcalaureate origins,
comparable GRE scores', and have equal difficUlty in passing the foreign

langdage requirements. They are equally concerned with the adequacy of

their preparation -for graduate study when first_enroflingat Emory _

University, but the successful students have a somewhat more realistic:

view o what to expect. Most studentS_Wahted to be college teachers or

do research and-teaching; RecommendatiOnscoming out of the study are__

that department programs become more fleicible and that graduate studerts

take a fuller role in designing 'their programs Graduate students need

the opportunity -to become more thoroughly involyed as whole persons in

the intellectual experience. If Ph.D.s are expected to be more than
professional technicians, then Ph-, -D. programs must encourage and reward

more than technical competence.

18a. Campbell, Joel T.; Belcher, Leon H. Word Associations of Students

iit PredoMihentIy White e -.." 0-2 eges. GRE Board
ProfeSSiOnal Report GREB No. 71-6P. Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing

Service, July 1975. 204pp. ED 135 804.

This study compared word association responses -for college students in
three geographic areas from four different kihdS of colleges: ,(1)

selective predominantly White colleges, (2) less seleCtiVe predominantly

taiite colleges, (3) selective predominantly black colleges, and (4) less

selective predominantly black colleges. Stimulus words,were.chosen from

those used in Graduate Record Ekatioatioot (GRE) verbal test analogy and

antonym items. Responses were tabulated sepatatelyby sex. There were a

few words:that evoked different, responses from males and females, but

geographic area apparently made no difference. A feW stimulus words,

mostly related to the "black experience," evoked different association

patterns from students at predominantly black and predominantly white

colleges i but most stimulus words yielded similar response patterns from

both kihdS of colleges. There was a comparatively high level of " o

mi
response" for those stiMUlUg_Wordt with a Thorndike-Lorge word fro uency

count of nine or fewer per million_couhted words. This happened st

frequently at the nonseleCtive colleges, particularly at the predominantly

black nonselective colleges. It was hypothesized that most often this

o ccurred because the student Was not acquainted with the word. A hUmber

o f- responses- seemed to come from the student's having mistaken the

stimulus word for one of similar appearance;

0.
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19a. . Carlson, Alfred B.; and Others. The DeVelopdent and Pilot Testing
of Criterion Rating Scales. GRE Board Professional RepOrt GREB No.
73-1P. Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing Service, October 1976.
77pp. ED 163 089.

Mating scales of the "scaled behavioral expectation" type were developed
to measure thb constructs of independence and initiative, conscientiousness,
enthusiasm, critical facility, teaching skills, research and experimenta-
tion, communication, and persistence. The scales were used by faculty in
three psychology departments, two chemistry departments, and one English
department. Correlations were obtained between each scale and undergraduate
and'graduate GPA, GRE verbal, quantitative, and Advanced Test scores, and
Miller "Analogies tOst.scores. The scales were.found tohave only minimal
reliability and rather high-intercorrelations. Further research on the
scales is needed before they can be used with any confidence.

20a. Carlson, Alfred B.; And Others. The Feasibility of Common Criterion
Validity ttudiesof the GRE. GRE Board Professional Report GREB No. 71-1P.
Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing Service, July 1974. 15pp. ED 097 367.

The Graduate Record Examinations committees forFrenchi-phrlosophy,-:-and-
literature in English- participated in an investigation of the feasibility
of conducting validity studies of the GRE using a.common criterion task.
It was determined that such studies were not feasible. However some
committee members suggested that many graduate departments use some types
of ratings .of graduate students; that rating -scale criteria would. be
generally_adceptable for the various disciplines; and that it would be
feasible to conduct studies using this type of criterion; -It appeared
from the- investigation that a sufficient number of departments use a
rating procedure of. three or more, levels to warrant an attempt to conduct -
some validity studies using existing rating data as criteria.
The probable variation between the rqing scales currently in use in
departments at different ie. both in terms of attributes rated
and type of scale quality;.suggest at a uniform set:of criterion
rating scales should be developed pr or to any attempt to conduct validity
studies using rating scales as criterion measures.

21a. Carter, William Joseph,. An Analysis of Empirically Established
Hierarchies of Academic Fields of Study Based on the- Graduate Record
Examinations. Ph.D. dissertation, Texas A&M University, 1972. (Order

No; 73-03519.)

=Establishing -the existence of statistically significant hierrchies of
academic aptitudes among fields of study sampled by the Gradiate Record
Examinations posed the problem of_this:study. The purpose for research,
therefore; was to establish empirically the existence of hierarchies among
selected fields of study on both' a national and a local basis. Hierarchies
based on rank ordering of GRE Aptitude Test mean scores were developed to
answer two underlying questions: (1) Do statistically significant differ-
ences, exist among academic fields of study as determined by both verbal'
and quantitative,GRE Aptitude Test mean. scores? (2) If such differences
exist, What are the patterns of significant differences? Four national
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samples totaling 32;866 records were selected fram,:a GRE national data
file of 300,000datarecorda; While seven Texas A&M"university_overlapping
samples were selected from seven duplicate replacement data files of
1,400 each One hundred fifty-one :national subsamples, based on combina-
tions of_GRE Advanced Test and departmental codesi were. selected from the
four national samples While:186 subsamples, baseeon a step -down sampling
with replacement, were selected from the seven TexasASM samples. The
national data file included: only information covering persons tested from
October 1, 1969 throughAugusi 1, 1970, while the Texas,ASM data file
included only information covering all pertans applying for graduate
college admission from SepteMber 1; 1967 through December 1, 1968;
Control variables common to both the-national and Texas A&M sample were
the GRE Advanced Test and departmental codes; whereas. analysis variables
-common to both samples were the GRE Aptitude Test and Advanced Test
scores... GRE\aptitude_ hierarchies were developed from.data report
earlierstudies by-other researchers. Comparative analyses of G
hierarchies,develbped_from the.present data and those developed
earlier studies'ireveal longitudinal consistencies when fields ar
fied.on the basis of GRE Advanced Tests. .Cross - sectional consis

appear. when fields within GRE. Advanced Test identifications are
by GRE department codes; The Texas A&M data reveal the followin

ed)
aptitude

rom "the

classi
encies

lassified
(1) 'a

larger percentage Of statistically significant mean score differe es

appear as]thenutber of-observations per subsample increases; (2)
larger percentage ofd tatistically significant differences between can
scores on the quantitative factor exist than on the verbal factor;-
larger percentage of aptitude mean score differences occur among sub ami-ples
of males than among females;_ Results from application.of the Proposed
concepts to.Texas A&M data differed from the results for the national
sample only for item three where the divergence could'not be determined
because:of the small number of females in the local sample;

22a. Colvin, Gerald Y. The Value of
Academic Success in Graduate Education at tbe University-of-Arkans-as-.
ED.D. dissertation, University of Arkansas, 1968: (O ;der No 68-9662).

This study was undertaken to.determine the value of 24 selected variables
in the-Prediction ofgraduate CPA in education and noneducation.courses
taken at the University of Arkansas. These variable groups were: (1) the
GradUate Record Examinations verbal, quantitative; and Advanced Education-
Test scores, (2) previous academic achievement GPA as found in the last
30 undergraduate hours, and (3) other selected biographical and education
variables. Data were collected,on each of the-83 graduate education
students. The students fell into a variety-of classifications: enrollment
status, sex, doctoral major, master'sfMajor,"undergraduate major, and GRE
score divisions. Six of the 24 predictor variables (GRE quantitative,
Advanced Education Test, and total score variables, and undergraduate
composite-GPA,. education GPA; and noneducation GPA) demonstrated.first-
order correlation coefficients that were statistically significant. Th
four variables in the composite graduate GPA primary equation predicted
42 percent of- the variance. The standard error of estimate was+.19;'
while the standard deviation was .24. The prediction equation for the
composite graduate GPA criterion was X100041 X5 + .18066X19-.01461X21 +

c.
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2.33117. A number of conclusions were drawn from the study. Any 'ncrease

in the Graduate Record.Examinations minimum cut-off requireMents fo
entry into the College of Education graduate program should be undert ken
-with the idea_of both;enhaneing.the quality of the academic experience
offered and of raising the ability_ level of the doctoral graduate.
Faculty exchange for Elie 'purpose of evaluating teacher and /department

standards of excellence required in student performance should inject a

unifying factor'in educational .assessment. The College of Education

should continue' to welcome qualified and dedicated students_ whose master's
degrees were not in education. Prospective teachers still in the under-
graduate college should be advised to take at least one strong academic

major. Applicants should be cautioned that a late start in seeking the
Ed.D. may be a factor in their doing poorly in some graduate areas,

especially statistics.

23a, Conrad, Linda; And Others. Graduate -Record-Examinationi_Technical

Manual, PrinCeton, N.J.: Educational Testing. Service, September 1977.

112ppz ED. 163085.

This manual is intended to supplement the Gn+de to the Use of the Gradu-

ate Record Examinations-CGRa. It provides, sufficient detailed informa-
'tion,about the GREs to permit measurementspecialists and institutional.
researcherS, as Well as faculty members and administrators, to understand
the development of- -the tests and to evaluate their usefulness. Chapters

include: A_Briefliistorical Review of the Graduate Record Examinations-;--
PurpOsesand,General Characteristics of the Aptitude Test and Advanced
'Tests; Development of the Altitude Test; Development of the Advanced
Tests; Statistical Methods and Analyses of the Graduate Record Examina-
tions;, and, Validity ,of-the Graduate Record ExaminationS. Appendixes
include information unique to the Aptitude Test and to each of the 20.*
Advanced Tests including itemtypes, norms, test specifications,and a

variety 4 summary statistics:-
.

24a. CoOrt, Robert W.; Chan-sky, Norman M. The ModeratOr Effect of

.
Undergraduate Grade Point Average on the Predict'ion of Success in Graduate

Education. Edecational'and Psychological Measurement, 1975, 35(4),

947-950.

Correlation coefficients between graduate grade point average and each of
three predictor.variables--Graduate Record Examinationeverbal score,
Graduate Record Examinations quantitative score, and_ undergraduate grade

is point averagewere calculated for each of the-siX subgroups, three
different levels of GPA, and,sex.- -Results showed differential predict-

. ability across the different subgroups.

25a. -Craide, Elaine Ann. A Comparison of Thought Processes as Measured

1):5r P
- .. raduate Record Examinations, Grade Point

Average, and F - and Native-Born Graduate Stud-

enta at the Univers-ity_of_Georgia_. Ph.D. dissertation, Univ.-of Georgia,

1975. (Order No. 76-02219.) :



The purpose of this study was to assess the thought process reflected
in language performance of foreign graduate students as compared to
native graduate students. The test scores of a Paradigmatic Free
Association Test (P/S Inventory), the Graduate Record Examinations (GRE)
Aptitude Test; the grade point average (GPA); and faculty ratings were
investigated.- The sample for the study consisted of 88 doctoral graduate
students'at the University of 'Georgia. Of the 88 subjects, 44 were
foreign-born students with English as a secondlanguage, and 44' were
native-born English-speaking students. The Paradigmatic tree-Association
Test was administered individually to each subject, andseadh subject's
GRE Aptitude Test score and GPA were collected along with two-faculty
ratings; Significant differences for the two group means were found for
the two variables of PAS Inventory and GRE verbal. Significant relation-
ships were found betwe - -P/S Inventory scores and the GRE verbal scores;
GRE verbal scores and G j nd GPA and faculty ratings. It was concluded
that the foneign_group perf rmed differently on the verbal tasks because
of a lack of ability to th nk in contrast PelationshipS within the
English language.

26a. Cukilns, Charles Leslie, Jr. A Study of Selected Aspects of the
Backgrounds,Preparatign_Program and Career Patterns of Doctoral Gradu
ates in Educarinnat Administration-and Supervision of the University of
Tennessee. E.J.D. dissertation, Univ. of Tennessee, 1968: (Order'No.

58-15412.) -

This. study related to indiyidual-s Whb received_the'Doctor Of- Education

degree with a major in Educational:AdMinistration and SupervisiOnfrom
the University of Tennessee. .The-datt for the study were obtained-from
mailed questionnaires; superiors' ratings; peers' ratings, professors'
rating forms, and from records in the offices of the Department of
Educational Administration and Supervisionand the Graddape.,;School of the-
University of Tennessee. Completed questionnaires sere.returned by 143;
or 94.1 percent,_of the 152 graduates. A total of 225 superiors' rating.
forms, 229 peers' rating forms and 591 professors' rating forms were
-returned. Four independentvariables_were used as criteria: age at time
doctorate was received; Period_of graduation, type of post doctoral
employment; and.Graduate It_cord Examinations scores. Chi square tests and

correlation coefficients were computed for selected aspects of the data
'grouped according to each of the criterion variables:

`0:)

27A. ,Cureton_, Edward E.; Scott, Thomas B. Equivalent Scores for
the-Graduate Record' Examinations- Verbal and Miller Analogies Tests.
Educational and Psychological Measurement, 1967, 27(3), 611-615,,

The Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) and the Miller AnalOgies Test
(MAT) are the two tests most widely used for admission to graduate study
',in American universities. Since they are issued by different publishers,
equivalent scores have 6ht been reported previously. The results of the
analysis reported in this Article-are based on.1,341 pairsof scores from

n11 universities that'showed the two linear equatios yielding results
---hich,--When rounded to the nearest MAT unit or the verbal

10, do not differ by more than 1 MAT unit or 10 GRE verbal units.

19
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28a. Curtin, Patrick Jude. A Survey -of Doctoral Graduates' Opinions on
Selected COmponents_of'the Educational_Administration Program at Syracuse
University ft664_1964: to 1974. Ph.D. diSSeration, Syracuse Univ., 1976. 0
(Order No. 77=79850.)

This study "was-designed:to secure graduates' opinions on selected
components ofthe,doctoralprograii in:EducationalAdministrationand
Supervisian-atSyracuieliniversity. ,.After a careful review -of the data
pertinent to the.objectiVes.of this study. The study was limited to_the
90 Doctorate of Education.andDoctorate of Philosophy graduates of the
department' who. completed their'studiesfrom januaryi. 196hrough
December, r974.:Anestionnaireswere completed by 73 (81 percent) of the

. -graduates. AverageMiller Analogies Test_sCoresfor 66 respondents were
57.36 riercent..:_,Cumulative academic averages were 3.55. 70n a five -point
scale CI--excellentY2-goo4i_5--fairi.4--poor, 5--unsatisfactory); a
vast Majority of the respondentS-gave7high ratings to the following
entrance requirements:_;experiential backgrOund-,--1,-985; letters of
recommendation, 2.212.0y personal interview 1.770. The opposite was
trUe-f6r:two camponent4:_ Graduati_Record_Examinations, 2.810; Miller
Analogies -Test,: 2.:.660.,: Data compiled on.66 of the graduates' Miller
AnalogieSTest scores, academic achievement, present position in educe-._
,tionaladministration, andLsatisfaction with their present position
.deMonatratediO significanicOrrelation. Three of the four variables
,indicated a negative correlation;

Davis,29a. Jefferson Vernon. A Follow-Up Survey of the Recipients of
the Earned-Doctor.of Philosophy. and the_Doctor of- Education Degrees
Awarded at. the University -of Mississippi,_189371967. ph.D. dissertation,
UniV. of Mississippi, 1969. (Order No. 70-11481.)

.The purpose of this study'was to collect certain personal, vocational,
and academic information from recipients of the earned Doctor of Philoso-
phy and the Doctor of Education degreeisawarded at the university and to
obtain the recipients' evaluations of the university's doctoral programs )1

by soliciting their ratings of some of the doctoral -level subjects they_
had taken and some of the activities they had engaged.in. The names and
addresses of the recipients,were obtained from publications of the Bureau
of Institutional Research, University of Mississippi; A questionnaire
was designed to elicit both specific'and general information; The data
secured_from the completed questionnaires were tabulated by schools and
disciplines and were. presented in tables; A majority of the respondents
were employed in education at, one level and in one phase or another in
the southeastern section of the United.States prior and subsequent to-the-
receipt of the doctorate. Over three-fourths of -the respondents completed
their doctoral studies in 15 semept s or less after having. received a
master's degree-or the equivalent ii umber ofjlourS. or credits. The

,-
majority of the respondents-favored a -omakination of Aptitude and Advanced
Test scores on the Graduate Record Ex inations_and grade point average _

as the principal criteria for selection of-applicants for the university's
doctoral program. The findings also indicated.that they were in favor of

-

relatively high cut-off scores on the Graduate Record Examinations. ,
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30a; Dawes, Robyn M. 'A Case Study of Graduate Admissions:- Application

of Three Principles of Haman Decision Making. American i'sychologist,

-1971, 26(2), 180-188.

This study is concerned with the decision-making process rather "than
with the validities of the criteria on-which the decision is based.
The predictions tested are derived from past theory and research deal-
ing with clinical versus statistical prediction. It examines three
principles of human judgment as related to graduate admissions. The
first is that a linear combination of the variables considered by an
admissions committee does a better job of predicting graduate success
than-does the committee. The second principle is that the committee's
judgment may itself be represented or simulated by a linear combination-

of the criteria it ooesiders. The third is that this simulation is

superior to the 'Committee in predicting graduate success. Data from the
Department of Psychology at the University of Oregon were used to test-

these principles. Included were GRE Aptitude Test scores, grade point
average, quality of the undergraduate institution attended, the average
rating of the admission's commkt-tee, and a faculty rating..

31a. Domb, Jo Ann Leary. Relationship
Vari-abIes and Graduate Success Criteria
College-Conservatory of Music. Ed. M.E.

1977.'151pp. (Order No. 78-01681.)

Between Selected Predictor
at the University of Cincinnati
dissertation, Univ: of Cincihneti,

The purpose of this study was to assess the validity of the Graduate
Record Examinations (GRE) verbali quantitative, and Advanced Music Test
scores and the undergraduate grade point average (GPA) as- predictors of

success in a graduate main program at the University of Cincinnati
College-Conservatory of- Music:. Success criteria were specific graduate-

, course area GPA's and the cumulative master's or doctoral GPA. The

subjects were 44 graduate students entering the-College-Conservatory of
Music between 1970-71 and 1975-76. Many correlation ooefficentS between
predictor variables and success criteria were significant; at the ;001=
level when combined data were used' however, no single predictor could
account.for more than 25 percent of the variance in -an achieVement

measure: Undergraduate GPA was the best single tedictor Of, the cumulative'

master's GPA and the cumulative doctoral PPA and was a better predictor
of achievement in most graduate music- course areas -than were GRE scores.

(A primary eXceptionLwas that the GRE- quantitative and.Advanced Music,_
.

Test scores were the best predictors of achievement-in theory courses.)
*The GM AdVanced usic7TeStWa's a'better prediCtor of achievement in
.graduate music courses than.were-GRE Aptitude Tests; but GRE quantitative,

,

sCoreswerebett r predictors than'Were GRE verbal'scores. It was found

that:wheVhe s esingle-predictoravere_used in- combination they had
morepredfatve power than when used singly. Students with high under-

graduate GPA"s:'_GRE yenned MusiC Test scores, and GRE quantitative
scores have:,100_pr, ability of being placed on probation and of failing
thoral exam_ nation on the first-attempt than do other students. -Since

higher orre ation coefficients are obtained when all prediCtor variable§

are comb ned; itjs recommended that the undergraduate GPA and GRE
::.---- :
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Aptitude and Advanced Test_scores be utilized as predictive tools in
the selection of students for admittance to the University of Cincinnati
College-Conservatory of Music.

32a. Dreese, Richard N.; Russell, William M. An Investigation of the
Validity of the- Graduate Record Examinat...
Interest -Tests in Predicting Academie Performance in_the_Management

Monterey,
(Order No. AD-Calif.: U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, 1964. 7Opp.

480-892/ 9ST).

Certain aptitude and personality/tests were given to the 19,64 Management
curriculum military officer students of the U.S. Naval Postgraduate
School, and the scores were correlated with the academic grades received
during the first three terms. The results confirm that the Graduate
Record Examihations are excelIeni predictor of academic performance
and indicate that- neither the Structured Objective Rorschach-Test or the
Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values are useful predictors of academic
performance in the Management_ curriculum. It is recommended that the
Graduate Record Examinations be administered tO-candidates for the
Management curriculum and that selection boards be adiiised of the
results for use in selecting future classes.

33a;+

and Chemistry: Preliminary Report. GRE Board Research Report GREB.No.'
69-6aR. Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing Service, August 1972.
17pp. ED O6 664. (See 99a)

r.- I.

344. Elster, R. S.-; Githens, W.B. Selection of Officer/Students for
Graduate Education. San Diego; Calif.: Navy Personnel Research and ,

Development Center; 1974. 8pp; ED 114 414;

Confined to existing monetary and resources, theTNavy's Postgraduate
Selection- Board is responsible for selecting officers for.graduate,edica-
Alan who gill both perform well and develop skills. applicable to later
Navy billets. Although different methods haye been employed in this
selection process, most decisions have been based on officer fitness
reports and in-ior;academic,records. Data from the Graduate ReCord Exami7
nations (GRE); Strong Vocational Interest Blank (SVIB);. and aj:iographic
data form 'were used in attempts-to predict-Naval Postgraduate School
grade averages in four separate curricula: Operations Research/SYStems
Analysis, Aeronautical Engineering, Communications_Managepent,- and'
Management. Results- indicate that academic aptitude and biographic data
could be used for seleCtion.: Liplementation would. require that biograph*.,
ical_data and GRE scores be available for all candidates. The- .,cost of

developing these data, would seem small in light of (1) the time that
would'be-saved by streamlining the.postgraduate selection process; and-
(2) the more effective use of officer and student human resource's;

-35a. Evans, Frank. GRE Board
71 -5a P. Princeton,- N.J.: Educational

Testing:Service, September 1977. 34pp. ED 163 088.

22
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-A special course was designed to aid undergraduate jects in-preparing
for the Graduate Record Examinations quantitative test (GRE-0; The .;

course included a short; one-session discussion (Anxiety Reduction.
SesSion)Of the GREAnd its uses, and four sessions devoted -to specific
'instruction in the basic mathematics. required for.the test andistrategiea,
"for. approaching the_various_types of questions. The content-outline. of
the course is included in.this.report.' The course. was Offered:to junior-
year volunteers at 12 colleges Colleges were selected_to maximize the.71
pirticipation of black and Chicano students; predominantly. white schoOls
were also included; Detailed results are presented; howeverithe reader
is:cautioned that the differences observed ddring the analyses; while
statistically significant; may-beCapsed by factors not under the control
of the investigator:such as differential attrition rates and. levels of
motivation for various subject groups; The resdlts of the analyses

suggested that (1) the instructional program produced a small; 'sonSistent.
increase in 912E-0 scores; (2) the increase appeared to occur early in, ,

the_ program;_' and; (3).there was.no evidence that' -the prOgraM_was
entialLy effective for the sexes or-the ethnic_groups stUdied..

36a. Ewen; Robert B.. The GRE Psychology Test as-an Unobtrusive_Measure
of Motivation.- Si '06 -4 cholo5y; 1969i 53(5);s383=387..-'

Thestudent's preparation for the cRE-AdancedPayciibrogy-gest'of the ;..

Graduate Record' ExaMinations.(PRE-P) may se' e as'an-unphe.rusive measure
sof motivation necessary for success in,gradu- e school whether or not the . _

'

content of the test_taps_abilities;_necessary_ lor success. 'TO test this?

-'hypothesisiretords'of.31 male graduate psychology students wereobtained.
Predictors included GRE-P- GRE verbal and luantitatiVeAptitude-Tests,

-Miller Analogies Test-(MAT); undergradVate,overall and. undergraduate --

psychology'GPA; and ngmberof .psychology courses taken prior to the GRE..
Criteria included percentage of "A"- gradesin graduate school and gradua-:
tiOn versus terminatton. Only.gRE-P and :a, difference .score- consisting

Of GRE-4 minds MAT showed significant.validity against thecriteria.;. The

reSults.%7ere interpreted as supporting :the hypothesis.

-Federici; Louise; Schuerger; James. Prediptionof Success in an
Applied M.A. PsychologY Program; Eaucatiattal and'PSychologicaL1+eaiUre-

ment-, 1974; 34(4); 945-952; .

.

This'study investigated the extent to which traditionalindices (GRE nd

Miller_AnalOgieS Test scores; undergraduate CPA, and letters of rec n-
dation) and_less,traditional measures (interview ratings And biographical;
information)-wouV predict each of -two criteria of success in a subdoctoral
program in applied psyctology:. (a) academicoomfeienci (graduate_GPA) and
(b) faculty ratings of; selected interpersonal skills. The. traditional,

measures were modestly related to academic competency. :Interview ratings

And letters of recommendation failed to show a relationship to either GPA
or ratings of interpersonal skillS..:

.

38a. Flatt, Bill. Predict/ng Acadepic Success of Graduate Students in
Religion. Review of, Religious. Research., 1473, 14(2),,110=111.
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This article emphasizes the need for predictors of academic success;
There needto..know the relatIonship,betweencertain factors and "the

_:academic success of students in the theological seminary." 'No single
,

prediction has_beenfound to -be,always reliable. The best predictions
examined j.rL this study were:...undergraduategrade point average, GRE
.coMpOSite scores;:and'undergraduate major. -No significant difference
was disCoVered between the academie success of full -time and part-time
students; -Evidence points towards the need for further study and for
cOntinueduse of multiple criteria by admisSions committees with eMphaSis
upon the undergraduate grade point averageszas predictors of academic
success.

_
39a. Florida,Atlantic,TriiVersity.
.I3ocaRaton:: :FloridaA tlantic Univ%,_1969. 53pp. ED 038,361.

_

Tbio.preserVIceleducation-program, begupin 1964,, conpists of a_two-year
.series,:of fOur interdisciplinary educaticin. courses whose objectives are'

to:help';,students:gain adeclud4 as educators.and help them
ac4Aite the necessary backgroundandSkilli for problemSOlving in
te-aching. Important features of the, program include independent reading
andSerf-testingt videb-tape viewing, instruction by teaching teams;

-small-Tgroup discussions,--labotatary experience as a teacher's aide; and
:...an in-depthresearch report extending_ov0 the entire gogram. Evalua-r

tion_of the program wasaccomplished_by comparing With national norms .

participants`- performance on the Graduate Record Examinations Advanced
Education Test; soliciting opinions Iran, students currettly enrolled in
the program, and:asking strident teaChers who_:had completed the program to

-'evaluate their training. To follow-up Studies. were conducted:. One
stakeyed opinions pf inservqee graduates7about theirtotal professional

and_ the. other =asked school_principals to evaluate program -
graduates with respect-to 24 traits; (The appendixes contain samples of
some_of. the evaluationforms and-, details of the result's, and a pamphlet

; :outlines the teaeher7aideTprogram.)
. -

40a. Florida StateDepartmentof Education.- The Suitability of,the
Cone- Level Examination Program (CLEF') for Admittiok' Vocational
Education leathers to,Graduate Schools'of Education in the State

Tallahassee: Florida State
bept. of Education, Div. of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education,
1973. 67pp. ED 007 420.

This proiect examines the suitability of thetZeneral Examinations of the
College Level Examination Program (CLEP)asianalternative.battery to the
Aptitude-Test of the _Graduate Record Examin'ations (GRE) forthe admission':
of vocationaleducation teachers to master's -level study of vocational
education.' The CLEP_battery was administered to 732 Votational education
-teachers in Florida. Test norms for the teachers on theliattery were
constructed as a basis_fordefining an- acceptable cutoff score for graduate
study at the master's level. Recommendations_are that: _(1) The CLEP be
used as an alternative.bateryto the GRE Aptitude Test in the admission
of vocational education teachers to graduate study in vocational edutation
leading to amaster's degree; and (2) that a total cutoff score of 2,250
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for the five tests comprising the General Examinations Battery of the
CLEP be adopted for admission of vocational education teachers to master's-

level study. Additidnal recommendations and appendixes-of related material

are included.

41a. Frederikson, Notman; Ward,, William C. Development of Measures fult

the Study of Creativity. GRE-Soard_Professional-Report GREB No. 72-2P.

Princeton,,N.U: 'Educational Testing Service, June 1975. 53pp. ED 128

442:
=

I

,
A set of tests that might be reasonably used as proVisionsl criterion
measures in research on- scientific thinking, particularly creative
thinking, were developed -and an assessment was made ofthe suitability
of these tests as criterion variables_fram the standpoint of their

,;psychametric properties., The Tests of Scientific Thinking are perfor-
mance tests that simulate aspects of the job of_a behavioral scientist.'

The tests are: ,Formulating Hypotheses, Evaluating ProposalsISOlVing
Methodological Problems; and Measuring Constructs. The examinee proposes
snumbr of solutionsnot only the-one considered beStibut also others
that ShOld-be considered. ;A scoring method was developed that requires
the scorer to assign_values to_categories of responses rather than make:
subjective evaluations. Six_ scores. were studied: (1) average quality of.

theresponses_the examinee thinks are best; (2) average cLuality.df-aq::
responses; (3) averagequality, of the_best response by category scoring,
(4) number of.responses, (5) number of_unusual responses and, (6) number
of responses that are both unusual and ef.high quality:The teStSWere
adMinistered'to abut 4;000 graduate-school applicaritS_Using an item
amplingproceddre; Test difficulty was found -appropriate for adVanced

studehtsshd reliabilities were high enough to:be useful. Factor analyses
were-TerformedtO clarify the structure of the; interrelationships among e

the_Varidd8 scores for thefour tests. ,:rhe tests seemed face validi)but

evidence of construct validity is needed:.
_

42a. 'Frederiksen,'Norman; Ward, William c:- -.Measures for_the Study of

Creativity in Scientific.Problem-SolvingApplied Psychological MeaSiir
ment, 1978;.2W,

A Set:6fTeStt of Scientific Thinking were developed for possible use

as criterion measures -.in researchOn creativity. on the-tests
indicSte bOth the quality and quantity of the ideas produced in forma-
lating hypotheses; evaluating proposals, solving_methodological problems;
and devising methods for measuring constructs. -Correlations with GRE
scores were low, especiallysfor scores based on number of ideSt. -GHE

scores were better for predicting "quality" but'poorer as predictors of
accomplishments and self-appraisals,.

43A. FrederikSenj-NbrMan; And'Others. New Tests of Scientific Creativity

Show Prddiee.; Fitiditiga 1975, 2(4), 5-8.

In an effort to measure aspects of problem7solving_or_creatiVe behavior,
two or three experimental items (item sampling method) Were administered to
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y
.3;600 indiViduals as part of the Graduate Record Examinations Advances'
PsYChology Test.,_Eighty-two percent of the results were scorable and
were analyzed by four independent judges using a category-ranking
protedure. Findings revealed three distinct and,independent abilties
:involved in scientific thinking.' Follow-up activity will involire
further assessment of this subject group and will relate,experimental
scores -to other variables.

. -. (

44a. Gab, Del D. ",.-Pted-ietion_o_f_Buc Students

tion at the University-of North-Dakota- Ed.D.dissertation,-The Univer-%

sity OE North Dakota, 1969. (Order No.-70-11398.) _-

isThe-purpOse of ,this study was to ascertain whether'there s arelAtionshiv.
between selected variables and.three criteria of success_for_dattoral:
students in education at the-University of North IDakotaUND). The

variables included were: (I) area of-concenttation (teacher educationor
administration), (2) year's between bacheior's'degree and doctoral

(3) year betweenmaster's degreeand_doctoral.admission C4) whether or
not the master's degree,wasreceived from UND, (5)-age when .doctoral ,
candidite-applied_fOr admisSiooi"(6)- cumulative GPA fotbachelor's
_degree; ( cumulative -GPA or master's_deireei (8) number.of courses -in..
education beforestartingthe doctoral.-programi.(9).number of:years,of
educationai.experien8e,:(10) GRE verbal..score, (11) GRE quantitative
score,-(12),GRE. Advanced EducationTestm)re; (13)-Miller AnalOgies
Test. (MAT) score,J14) degree-sought:C. Ed.D. or,Ph.D.),and(15)
The,ctiteria ofaiiCceas were cumulativedoctoral grade point average,
graduated or not' graduated', and Judgment Analysis rating; In general,

the GREHtests serve asuseful_prediCtors of_thesecriterig. Interestingly,

the_MATAs not seen as a particularly useful predictot. In_considering,-

the doctoral GPA as-A criterion; some ratherdiscrepant results Occur.
The most important criterion'is,age (the youilgeri- the higher the CPA)..

The GRE quantitative and MAT were dropped almost immediately in the
stepwise- backward elimination procedure. The GRE quantitative was the
next 7to -last -variableco.be dropped.as a predictor of graduation., which
might indicate thatgetting_good grades and' graduating are not synonymous.
A:hegative relation_exists±between the GRE- quantitative and doctoral GPA

1:0)_;_on the other hand, a positive relation exists between the
GRE.-quan'iitative, score. and Whetheror not the student graduated (t= .337).
One might hypothesize that contrary to the students'_probable perception,
the doctoral GPA is a largely meaningless quahtity'li it exceeds the
minimum required for graduation it:basmeaning only for the student who
is not permitted to continue in the program because of a low grade point

,

average.

45a. Garrett, Kenneth. The_ Relationship Between Critic
Personality, and Academic Achievement of Graduate Students in the Sc oo
of Educarinn_At the University of'Southern California. Ph.D.- dissertation;

Univ. of So kern California; 1978. (Copies available_ frOM MicrogtaphiCS -

Department- Doheny,Library, USC,-Los Angeles, CA 900.07),
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This study inveatigated relationships,-between critical thinking ability

and several personality dimensions. The project explored whether critical
thinking ability could be utilized as a predictor of academic success.
For-this presentation, critical-thinking is defined as the ability to

.logically assess whether statements are proposed correctly. Although a

substantial amount-of research has been conducted in the area of critical'

thinking as a basic component Of abstract reasoning, researchers in this

Area have recently become concerned as to whether measured ability in

critical thinking relates to other variabIes,such as intelligence,

-, reading ability, or the introversion-extroversion dimension. The study

was designed to establish Whether critical thinking was related to such

variables as ego strength and resistance to neuroticism. A'sample of 100
studentg_enrolled in the University of Southern California's Schomi of
EduCationwas utilized to investigate the possible existence of a rela-
tionship between scores on the Cornell Critical Thinking Test-Level Z and
selected research scales on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inven-

__

tory. To insure that there were a specific number of high critical

thinkers, a stratified random sample was conducted using Graduate_Record

Examination§ scores_ as, the criteria for placing students in one of four

basic categories. Students were also separated on the basis of sex since

personality attributes do not seem to vary uniformly between males and

females. One year after the original testing, subjects were. contacted to

determine how many total graduate units they had 'completed, as well as

their current ,graduate grade point index. The results indicated that:

(1) no Significant relationships exist between critical thinking and

neuroticism in either females or males in this population; (2) that a

significant relationship.exi§ts between ego strength and-critical thinking

jability inemales only; and (3) that significant relationships exist

between-grade point average, total graduate units completed; and critical

thinking ability in both female and male students.

46a. Gharavi, Ebrahim. Admiasion_af_Foreign Graduate Students: An

Analysis of Judgments by Selected_Faculty_and_Administrators at North

.Texas State University. Ph.D. dissertation, North Texas State Univ.,

1977. (Ordet NO.:77=19668.)

The problem of this study was to -determine_ means of the Judgment-
Analysis (JAN) Technique the: admission policies of selected faculty

and adMiniattatora for fOreigd graduate students at North Texas State
UniVeraity.:_The_aubjects_wete 64 randomly selected foreign graduate

students (all male) enrolled at North Texas State University during

the spring' semester_ of 1976. A profile data sheet developed for each
subject inclOded infOrMation on 15 attributes to be' used as predictor

variables: agei.earital status, school last attended,_degreeaheld;

years of English studyi_GPA in English_courses; Test of English as
Foreign Language "(TOEFL) score, financial support, GRE verbal score, -GRE

quantitative score; GRE total score; credit hours attemptedi_cYedit hours
completed, cumulative GPA earned during the first semester, and tentative

Major._ Thirty -five judges,' selected fromgraduate faculty and administra-

tors with major responsibility for admitting graduate students.; were asked

to rank each of the 64 profiles in a hierarchical manner. The salient
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predictor variables-7,TOEFL, GRE verbal, GRE quantitative, GRE total, and
GPA first semester--were attended to-by the judges. There was a high
-positive correlation between criterion and predictor variables. The most
attended to salient variable was the TOEFL with a multiple t of .82. The
selected Variables related to the admission of foreigngraduate students
produced a high-positive coefficient of multiple correlation, R ranging
froM .56 to .93.

47a. Goldberg, Lewis R. Admission to the Ph.D. Program in the Department
of Psychology at the University of Oregon. AmerioanPsychologist, 1977
32(8), 663-668.

This report describes the graduate admissions process at the Univeristy
of Oregon and presents analyses of data from over 1,000 applicants.
Included in the report are some characteristics of accepted (9 percent)
and rejected '(91 percent) applicants and the probability of an invitation
as a function of the applicant's undergraduate GPA and Graduate Record
Examinations scores. Some conclusions and recommendations are presented.
The most important recommendation is for the rapid development of a
centralized application system for all graduate programs.

1

48a. Goodnight, Clarence J.; Kastrinos, William. The GRE Advanced
Biology Examination. BioScience, October1976,' 26(10), 620-623.

This article describes the content areas, construction, and analysis of
the, Graduate Record Examinations Advanced Biology Examination. Also
"included are reliability coefficients, student profiles; content validity
and predictive validity of thetest.

49a. Grasz, Carol Scavnicky. A Study to Determine the Validity of Test
Scores and 'Other Selected Factors as Predictors of Success in a Basic
-Course in Educational Administration.. Ed.D. dissertation, Rutgers
Univ., The State Univ. of New Jersey, 1977. (Order No. 77-13463.)

The purpose of this study was to investigate standardized test scores and
selected personal factors.to determine significant relationships in the
prediction_of academic success in a basic course of educational adminis-

tration. The criterion of success employed was the grade achieved in the
course. The population consisted of 382 graduate students enrolled in
the Graduate School of Education, Rutgers University, The State University
of New Jersey between 1962 and 1975. Statistically significant relation-
ships, at or below the .05 level, were found between: Grade in course
and Critical Thinking'Appraisal score and a negative correlation with
Religious values, as Measured by Study of Values; program level and
political values,-as measured by Study of Values, Critical Thinking
Appraisal, Graduate Record Examinations--verbal, quantitative, and total;
age during course and Economic, Political and Religious-values, as
measured by Study of Values, Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory,
Critical Thinking Appraisal, and Miller Analogies Test; sex of student
arid Theoretical, Aesthe ic,Social and Political values, as measured by
the Study of Values, Minne a Teacher Attitudes Inventory and Graduate
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Record-ExaMinations--quantitative; department affiliation_ and Economic,
Social and Political values, as measured by the Study of Values and

Critical Thinking Appraisal. Significan relationships were found
between standardized test scores and personal factors, which pointed out
substantial differences among members of the student grouP. These

differences did not affect grade in the course, the measure of success.

50a. Greene, Billy Alhert: A Comparative Study of Doctoral Student:

.Eurolled_inNotraditiunal and Traditional Preparatory Programs in

Educational _Administration. Ed.D. dissertation, Univ. of Northern

Colorado, 1975. (Order No. 751-23311.)

The purpose'of this- -study was to discover if the two groups were different
in background, Graduate Record Examinations scores, college quarter hours
of prior preparation in 20 subject areas, and in personality. Students
in the nontraditional program were older, had more'years of educational
experience, had more educational adMinistration experience,_and were
receiving higher salaries than were doctoral students enrolled in the

traditional program. Analyses and interpretations of the data for the

Graduate Record Examinations Aptitude and Area Tests revealed no statis-
tically significant differences between the two groups. Students 'drawn

from the nontraditional program had a significantly greater number of.

.college quarter hours in Organization and Administration of the Public

School, Elementary School Organization and'Administration,_and Supervision

and Sociological Foundations of Education than did doctoral students
enrolled in the traditional program. Doctoral students enrolled in the

traditional program tend to be more cheerful,-active, talkative, and
frank than therandom sample of nontraditional students. Students

from the nontraditional program tend to be more self-motivated, imagina-
tively creative,land oblivious to physical realities than students in the

'traditional group.

51a. Hackman, J. Richard; And Others. Prediction ofLong-Term Success

in Doctoral Work in Psychology. Educational and Psychological-Measuremeht,

1970,30(1), 365-374.

This study examinedfour sets of predictors in a study of 42 doctoral'
candidates' classroom performance, Ph.D. progress and status six years

after enrollment in the program. Undergraduate GPA in psychology was
correlated .3 with end-of-year GPA but not with long-term criteria.
Graduate Record Examinations scores were correlated with short- and long-

,

. term criteria. Hours of undergraduate language courses were negatively
correlated' with long-term criteria. Rated quality of undergraduate

college was correlated .3 with perceived progress toward Ph.D. as well

as adjudged success six years after enrollment.-

52a. Hansen, W. Lee. Prediction of Gradua te Performance in Economics.
Journal of Economic Education, 1971, 3-(1), 49-53.

The use of undergraduate grade point average and the GRE quantitative

'score as predictors of economics graduates' grade point averages was
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improved by introducing a School Quality Index, yielding mul iple cor-
.

relation coefficients of up to .5O.

53a. Harmon, Lindsey K. Fourteen Years 'of Research on ellowship Selec
tion. Washington, D.C.: National Research Council, 196 . 3Opp. (available
from the National Academy of Sciences, $1.50)

A summary of research efforts and findings from 1952. 966 in a program
designed to improve. techniques for selection of National Science Found-
tion Thila extensive research on graduate-school selection

;united in a series of 26 technical reports on prbblems ranging from
improvement in report forms to long-term, on-the-job validation of
selection instruments. Tnis summary report highlights reliability and
validity of a series of predictors and predictor composites; including
Graduate Record Examinations, undergraduate/science grade point ,

average, and piofessor's confidential reports. Development of criteria
of performance and of composite criteria is described. An index is
included.

54a. Hartnett, Rodney T.; Centre, John A. the Effects of Academic
Departments on Student Learning. Anornal_of Hi-her Fanati-nn, 1977,
46(5), 491-507.

This -study concerned the effects of academic departments on student
academic achievement as measured by Graduate Record Examinations (GREs)'
and the field tests of the Undergraduate_Program (UP) of the Educational -

Testing Service. The UP sample included between 35 and 43 departments -

from each of four fields: 'biology, business, mathematies, and psychology:
In the GRE sample, between 32 and 52 departments were included from each
of-siX fields: biology, literature in English, history; mathematics,--
chemistry, and psychology. Department 'information was obtained through a
mail questionnairesurvey of a national sample of colleges and universities.
Results of regression analysis indicate that there are Consideiable
differences betWeen4Kepartments within many institutions. There wa
little support for the idea that it is advisable to analyze educatiOnal
effects on amore micro level, by studying student growth.in specific
subspecialties within disciplines; there was no evidence that such
subspecialty analyses yield sufficient additional information about the
effectiveness of academic departu!ents. None of-the various departmental
or student descriptors used in the study were consistently correlated
with academic aptitude regression residuals.

55a. Harvey, Philip R.; and Lannholm, Gerald V. The Performance of
Foreign Graduate Students on the Graduate Record Examinations Aptitude
lest. GRE Special Report 61-1. Princeton, N.J.: Educational TestkngA.
Service, .September 1961:

This study was undertaken for. two reasons: :first, -to obtain interpretive
data that would beDelpful in evaluating the performance of foreign
students on the GRE Aptitude Test and, second, to ascertain what effect,



if any; several months studt.in Alerican graduate schools would have on
the performance of foreign itudentSon thii test. Test score data weresf

collected on 637 foreign students at four graduate schools. Verbal and
quantitative score distributions are presented. The authors found that
Aptitude Test scores for college- seniors, ac presented in Scores for
Basic Reference Groups, were higher than mean verbal ability ,scores for

the foreign students. Quantitative ability mean scores for the foreign

, students, however, were.substantially higher than those of college
seniors; 'Test/re-test data showed no gain in mean verbal ability teat
scores but showed statistically significant gains on the quantitative

ability score.

56a.- Harvey, Philip R.; Pitcher, Barbara.
Record Examinations Aptitude Test Scores and -G
of Foreign Students at Four American Graduate Schools. GRE Special

Report 63-1. Princeton, N.J.: Educational Mating Service, April 1 6

This report is the second in a series on the use oCthe Graduate Record
Examinations Aptitude Test for appraising the qualifications of foreign

students at graduate ,schools in the.United States. In the first report,

results on the GRE Aptitude Test verbal ability, and quantitative ability

sections were presented for foreign students attending graduate schools
at four American universities.' This report presents an evaluation of the

GRE Aptitude Test scores for predicting the academic success of these

same foreign students.

I uate
on -

57a. Heritage, John 0. A Validity StudyJofAdmission Criteria for
Masters Students in a Readimg_Rrograsi- .M.Ed. dissertation, Rutgers

Uniy., The State Univ. of New Jersey, June 1977: 67pp. ED 144 035.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the predictive validity of

the admission criterra for master's degree students in reading: under-

graduate grade point average .(GPA); Graduate Record Examinations (GRE).

-scores, undergraduate college quality, and age. Data were gathered for

94 former master's degree students at Rutgers University, including 53

who had obtained the M.Ed. and 41 who had dropped out. The graduated and

not-graduated groups differed significantly only on the GRE verbal scores.

For the graduated group, GPA and age yielded significant correlations

with the time-to-degree criterion. The results from this study were
interpreted as being consistent 'with-those of other predictive studies in

education.

.-
^a 58a. . Hinrichs,Vance Henry. An Analysis of Selected Factors Associated_

with the Graduate Record_ examinations of Three Colleges. Ed.D. disserta-

tion, Univ. of Nebraska - Lincoln; 1968. 180 pp.(Order No. 68=18047.)

The purpose of this study was to analyze the variation in the Graduate
Record Examinations test acores'of students in selected Lutheran colleges

and determine if the discernible differences have any significant relation-

ship to selected measurable environmental and academic influences. 'Thel



study included students from Concordia Senior College of Fort Wayne,
Indiana, Concordia-Teachers College, RiverForest, Illinois, and Concordia
Teachers College., Seward, Nebraska. All students graduating from these
colleges in 1964 -65 were included in the study. The following factors
were selected for-study and Analysis in an effort,todeterminethe degree:
of relationthip between admission and instructional fattors and Graduate
Record Examinations scores:. .:(1) the size of thecommunity in which the
student resided for the majorportion of his life; ;(2-) the size of the
high school from which the student graduated; (3); .academic perforthance in
high school as represented by'the student's class rank in the graduating
tlasS; (4) the placement-tett credentials presented. at the time of,
admission into college; (5) the,student's course-work in the areas.tested%
by the Graduate Record Examinations; (6)' the preparation of the college
instructor in these areas; (7) the amount of money expended for instruc-
tional purposes. Analysis of the data provided the folIo*ini information
(1) the 'combined graduating classes of three colleges, obtained a mean
score that exceeded the national norm in quantitative, huManities,.and
natural science tests. The mean score for this group was lower than the
national norm in the verbal and social science areas; (2) classified
analysis-of the Graduate Record Examinations-scores suggested that the
transfer-student was a significant-factor in the variation of scores; (3)
inthe population studied Male graduate performance on the Graduate --
Record Examinations was higher than-female; (4) the student graduating
from Concnrdia,Senior C ege demonstrated superior ability as a freshman
as tested by the Sequential Tests of.EducationaI Progress; (3) population
density and the size of the high-school graduating class showed no
significant relationship with the results of the Graduate Record Exami-.
nations.; (6) rank in the high school graduating class showed a significant
relationship with the scores on the Graduate Record Examinations; (7) the
Sequential Test of Educational Progress-showed the highest Correlation
with the Graduate Record'Examinations; (8).no significant relationship
could be-?Tpund between the amount of course work in an area and the.
stores on the Graduate Record Examinationt; (9) no significant relationship"
could be found between the instructor preparation index and student
Terformance.on the Graduate. Record Examinations; and (10) the rank of'the
amount expended per student by'each of.the-three colleges is identical to
the rank of the composite perforMance on the Graduate Record Examinations..

59a. Houston,Samuel H.; Strohmeyer, Eric. A Study of th Validity of
the GRE Batteiy in Predicting Four Criteria of Success in 3octOral Degree
Programs;
Education, 1979, 1(3), 90-96.

Predictor variables for this study included two Graduate Record Examina
tions (GRE) Aptitude Test scores, three GRE Advanced Test scores, and the
GRE. Advanced Education Test score. Criterion variables included: . (1)

grade point average, (2) graduation versus dismissal from program, (3)
normative judgment analyiis-(JAN) rating, and (4) ipsative JAN rating.
Except for the normative JAN criterion, multiple correlation coefficients
.were, all statistically significant, though weak frdm a predictive viewpoint.
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.

60a. Hsia)Hsio-Hsuan. A Srudy of Selected Intellective-Factors-Re

to Academic Ferformancein__Graduate_SchoO1. Ph.D. dissertation)-North-

western Uhl*di-§ity, 1968, 201 pp. (Order No. 68- 3191.)

Thepurpose 0 this study was to investigate the predictiVe Validity of

selected intellective factors_for the estimation of academic performance

in graduate -school. The predictors were: -(1)Graduate Record Examinations

scores; () undergraduate grades; and (3 grades -from other graduate_

studies. The-subjectswere 815. students_ Who_registered for the first

time at Northwestern University during 1964-65. A series of-multiple

regression analyses were undertaken to.seleCt the best combination of
predittOrg_forthe estimation of first-year graduate grade point- average.

.A cross - validation sample of 391 Northwestern graduate studentaWhO first

registered- during 1965-66 was selected to validate the findings of the

study. Multipleegression analyses showed that GradUate Record Examine- -

tiona verbal scores, undergraduate grades and. rades from other gradUate

studies were significant as Tiredictorsof first-year graduate grade point

average. The multipleR's'were_significant and- ranged from- .19 to .38'

For institutional types regression analyses, undergraduate institutions

'Were .classified into four types according to relative size of undergraduate

and 7gi-ndilatO.gtnde averages. Coefficienis:of correlation ranged frOM .02

to .70. TheSe values were generally higher in absolute value than the

coefficients Of correlation obtained from the total sample. For two -of-

the fourtYpes of institutions, the differences were statistically

ficant._ On regression analyse_by graduate major fields, seven series.of

separate regression analyses yielded_signiacant correlation coefficients: _

.17 to ;51. These were higher in absolute value than those obtained

=

froid-the-sample as a whole) but the differences were ndt significant. To

determine a reasonable maximum value for coefficients of correlation
,IietWdoti.iihdttgraduate.andgraduate-grades, a regression analysis was

performed for a group ofgraduatestudents'who attended Northwestern as

'undergraddatet. The analysis. yielded coefficients of correlation ranging

to .54. When the multiple correlation coefficient-wascorrected:

forattenuatiou dud to curtailment:of predictor variables) valuesfrod ;56.=

to .81 were obtained.;' Cross-validation of the regression equations indicated

= hatwhile the relationship between.the intellective-predictors studied and

graduate grade point average was not of a magnitude to permit accurate

,Orediaions for individual case&i these coefficients appeared to be stab=le

sfor a:different group of. graduate students.

- -
.Butiert,:Carl J.; Smith, Douglas U. Measures of Discrimination

:Among Achievement Levels in Statistics._ 1975. 18pp. ED 109 254.

.

Eight diacridinators were, identified and-data were obtained from the

records of 80 graduatestudents who attained oneof four achievement

levels at the concluiion of a beginning coursein educational, statistics.

Although the internal discriminatory power Of .the set of eight measures
.

was very high, estimates of the,trtie power were discouragingly low. Two

GRE measures were judged to be _the best discriminators.- Nevertheless,

'they were very poor either considered alone or, in combination. Prediction

O
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for the second achievement /evel appeared fairy strong, even for an
external analysis. Linear as well as quadratic classification results are
included:

62a. Humphreys, Lloyd G.; Taber, Thomas. Postdiction Study of the
Graduate Record_' Examinations and Eight Semesters of College Grades.
Journal of - , 1913; 10-(3); 179-184.

'This .report concerns the examination of data from a_postdictiVe study
of the tests of the,Graduate Record Examinations and the eight semesters
-e-
of undergraduate grade averages; -with each semester's average computed
independently. of the rest; Posedictive vaIidities:of.the titude

le
portions of the GRE were essentially similar to predictive : :alidities
obtained. earler:by fhesenior author. .Both predictive and postdictive
validity gradients over the -eight semesters were relatively steep, with,
freshMan.grades having the highest correlations with_the tests. irhe
validity gradient forall Advanced Tests combined did not follow the
pattern for the Aptitude TestS"; but neither did it show_the opposite
gradient. Advanced Test results were most highly correlated with
-sophomore gradesi-but the validity gradient over the eight semesters was
relatively fiat.- A small - scale extension of this reseirch,into post;-
baCCaIaureate training indicated that senior grade's were most' predictive

.

of graduate criteria, but a largerscaldstudy is suggested._ Possible
implications for ability theory and for selection of gradua* students -

are discussed.
._ .

63a. HumphrY;:Betty. A Look_ae Same Data About Music Tests in National,
. .

Testing Programs Geared to College-Level-Coursesi Council _for Research

in Music Education, lintletin No. 56. Urbana: Univ. of Illinois School.' -
of Music; Fall .1978.:

;

This article'provides information aboutresearch:oneic testing -in
'national testing programs_ geared to-cdnege=level'courses. Data based_
on:the study of relationships between performance on_a written test and
a listening test demonstrate the usefulness -of questions_ based on taped
stimulus material-_ The. same data also provide insights into the::types -

of course preparation that appeared to-influence the performance of the.
atudents-who-egok-the,twotests. Examination of developments'in music

.

testing.over the years reveals a trend toWard:more-detailed score_report7
,ing, such ..as the provision of.assessment indicators and 0,4subscore
information, There is also an attempt tosyStematically obtain more

.

:background:information about those who take the tests.
.

64a. 1Crasnoi-Richard Michael...:.Initial Rapport and Survival in Teaching
_PS P PtITIrtinn Of_thP, FaineronaVAttitudes of Betinning Teachers.h.D..
dissertidn, Stanford Univ,i-1971. 203 pp. (Order No. 71-197150

,
. .

. .

.Thirty male and one hgOred twenty -four .female prospective teachers were
given a battery of inventories prior to:teacher training. On the -day

immediately follOwing the admiAistiation of the inventories, each subject
taught a 407-minuteilesSon to20-50 secondary school-students. After the
lessons the students were asked to rate eachsubjece on a 20-item Pupil

34
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Inventory which elicited responses, from the students concerning the .

teacher-student rapport developed over the 40-minute lesson. From this
rating each subject was assigned a rapport score based on the 11 items
f nd-through factor analysis to be highly loaded on the same factor.
igh- rapport- subjects differed from low-rapport subjects in their greater
flexibility: higher sensitivity to the needs of individual students, and
generally more progressive educational philosophy. Discriminant_ analyses

were performed using the predictor variables of (1) the California
F-Scale, (2) the Kerlinger Scale of Educational Progressivisk, (3) the
Kerlinger Scale of Educational Traditionalism, *(4) the Graduate Record
Examinations verbal test, and (5) the Graduate Record Examinations
quantitative test. Results of the discriminant analyses indicatedihat
these tests neither singly nor in combination could significantly or
efficiently discriminate either high - from low-rapport subjects or
survivors from nonsurvivors.

_
65a. Krogatad, Jack; Harris, Jon. The Emerging Group of CPAS in the CMA

Program. The Ohio CPA, 1975, 34(3), 121=127.

Entry into the program for a Certificate of Management Accounting (CMA)
is open to anyone with a bachelor's degree, satisfactory GRE or ATGSB
scores; or a CPA certificate. To obtain a CMA certificate, one must pass-

.an exam within three years and have two years of management accounting-

experience completed within seven'years After the exam. Alto, 30 hours

per year of professional study in'each three-year period is a must.for

CMA holders. Many CMAs are also-CPAs, and most are employed in teaching,

industry; and public accounting. Most are menwho average 36 years of
age and earn salaries ranging from $23,000-$39,000. Most CMAs=CPAs were
motivlated to, get -their certificates for personal reasons. Job- or

benefit- related motives were of minor importan Many Telt that-the CMA
certificate_is not accorded the prestige it deserves and that it should
be made mandatory for CPAs working in management accounting:`

66a. Lafferty, Gladys, E.. A Study of the-Influence-afAge-on-Predict=
ability of_Graduate Record-Examinations Aptitude Tests for Successful

GraduateStodents. Columbia: South Carolina Univ., 1969. 39pp. ED 029

606.

The purposes of this study were to determine the influence of age on
academic achievement, investigate relationships between Graduate Record
Exaarinations_Aptituae Test scores and graduate grade point ratios (GPR),
and evaluate the student Sample-in terms of national norms. The assumption
underlying the study was that significanf differences in-'the accuracy of
GRE Aptitude Test scores as a predictor would result as a direct -function

of age. The sample consisted of 393 students who had received master's
degrees in 1966 and 1967 in 18 different areas of specialization. Findings

revealed that the assumption underlying the study could not-be substantiated.

FoY the group as a whole, no significant differences in means of,GRE total
Aptitude Test scores or in mean graduate GPRs were found. The oldest

group had the lowest GRE scores, showed a tendency to-earn slightly lower

quantitative abiLity scores than the younger: stuaents, bat earned the
-highest graduate GPRs. For education students, GRE total scores were
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° found to predict graduate GPRs better for those 30 years of age and above
than for those in their twenties. Age hadAittle correlation with GRE
scores for the men, but it was associated with both GRE scores and GPRs
for the women. The men and women in the sample'exceeded_the 1964-1967
national norms for their sexes in all instances, except far'Male perfor-,
mance in verbal ability.

67a. Lannholm, Gerald V.; And Others. Cooperative Studies of Predicting
Graduate School Success. GRE Special Report-68-3; Princeton, N.J;t's

Educational Testing Service, August 1968. 95pp. ED 163 083.

This report presents the results of studies in which 1p graduate schools
cooperated. One or more graduate departments participated in-each_of six
different disciplines: chemistry, English, history, philosophy, physics,

and psychologY. Students who first enrolled for graduate study in these-
departments during 195/, 1958, 1959, and 1960 constituted the subjects
for the studies; Predictor data obtained for the students included >",
scores on the Graduate Record Examinations Aptitude Test and/or an
Advanced Test and, for the students in some of the departments, their
undergraduate grade point averages. Two types of information were
obtained as assessments of perfotmance in, graduate study: departmental
ratings otthe quality of graduate work and a classification of each
stUdentst academic status ("earned Ph.D.," and so forth) as of October
1963. The results varied widelifrom group to group and the generali-
zations made in the report are tentative. Noting the critical importance
of graduate study and effective prediction of success, the authors end
the report by presenting what-they feel are recaMmendations that might
help improve -prediction: clarify "the nature of success in graduate
school," explore iss'ues involved in assessing the performance of each

- student,-identify additional predictors of success, and form an overall
grading of "promise" on'the basis of all information available on a
student at the time of admission.

68a. Iannholm; Gerald V.; And Others. Review of Studies Employing GRE,
Scor-tLin Predicting Success in Graduate School, 1952-1957. GRE Special.
Report 68-1. 'f:Princeton,'W.J.-.: Educational Testing Service, March 1968.
41pp; ED 163 084.- .

- :

In this- report;- thirty - eight different siudiesthat_emPloyed GRE scores
in predicting success in graduate study:are reviewed. Therepart is
presented in four,sections:: I.-Summary of Findings by Major,-Field of
Study (23 different major fields); II; Studies EmpIoying2Varied Criteria
of Success (N=21);.III; Studies Employing Grade-Point kverage as the
Criterion (N=13); and, IV. Predicting traduate School Succest.of Foreign
Students (N =2). Section 'I was generated' from the 38 abttraCted studies
presentedTinsections_IIIV: Although the authors caution the reader
about the dangers of drawing.:conclutions from the findings of the many
and varied studies covered-.:in the report; they nonetheless make four
broad generalizations: (1) students with higher test scores perform at a
higher level in graduate school than students with lower test scores; ( )

the verbal ability score tends to be most highly related to.performance
in subjects of a4eacriptive nature -for example, the humanities- -while
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the quantitative ability score is usually more predictive in the physical

sciences; (3) Advanced Test scores in the appropriate subject were useful
predictors And improved the correlation whenuped along with the Aptitude

Test'scoreS; and, (4) best prediction was obtained when undergraduate

record and test scares were used in combination.

Lannholth, Gerald- V. Summaries of. GRE .Val.

pecial:Repor 72-1.- Princeton, N.J.: Educational Teiting Service,

February,4972.

This report summarizes 14 studies received by the GRE Program Office
after the publication in March 1968 of GRE Special Report No. 68-1.

(See ED 163 084, p. 59.) 'Among these studies are two unpublished master's

theSeS., tWo_departmental,memoranda, five institutional research reports,

-two prepublication drafts of research reports, and two journal articles.
Except wheFe_:the,data for two or more departments are pooled-, the number

of students in'the samples studied was small. Nine of the studies are

concerned with atudenes in only one discipline. Four of the others make

separate ranalyses by,%department. Ten of the fourteen studies included

some measure of undeiiiaduate performance as well as GRE scores among the

predictor variables-. As with the previous report, the author-qualifieS
his Summary statements by urging caution. Three generalizations are

Made: both undergraduate record and test scores are positively related

to performance in gradUate study; use of some rating of the quality of,

the applicant's,undergraduate institution seems sufficiently_promisingeto

suggest its use in more research studies; and, there is a need for still

further work on the development of satisfactory criteria of success in:" _

graduate study.

.1M 1

'70a. Lannholm, Gerald V. Ille-UsAl_clraduaieRecord Examinations in

Appraising Graduate Study Candidates- Princeton; N.J.: Educational ,

Testing Service, October 1962.

Results of a questionnaire sent to some -20g-,-eriduate schools are summarized

in tWo sections. The first section presents a anakyais_of the ---

replies. The second discusses each of the 11 questions in detail and

presents "typical" replies. The inquiry touched upon: (1) types of

infOrmation used to appraise applicants for graduate study; (3) spee.ific

uses made of GRE scores,and which scores are required (Aptitude, Advanced,
_combination); (3) level at which test scores are used (master's"; doctoral,

both); (4) setting of minimum scores; (5) relationship between higif and.

low GRE scores and satisfactory graduate work; -(6) cases where GRE scores

were unusually helpful; (7),validity studies carried out.by the institution.

71a. ',duck, LoVell A.; Urychi, Mi6haeline. Gracivati_Nn=Show'Study, Fall

1974. Macomb, Ill.: Western Illinois University, 1974. 15pp. ED 116 518.

This study attempts to follow. up students were adthitted to. the Graduate

School at 'Western Illinois University but failed to enrcal. The study is

designed to (1) evaluate present services to potential graduate students and

(2) better predict vhAt.proportion of accepted applicants will enroll. The
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no-shows are compared.for:the fall quatters of 1971, 1972, and 1974 and
are analyzed.by sex, mean GRE scoresirre-sidence, and undergraduate rank
in class. The reasons for not. attending Western Illinois are analyzed
for,thoseattending some other.._ graduate school as *Yell ss for those not
enrslled elseWhere. The most frequently cited-reasons involved financial
problems. A series of recommendatiOniresuIted froui:this.study including
improving correspondence with prospective studefits and increasing financial

72a. Lunneborg, Clifford E.; Lunneborg; .Patricia W. DoCtoral Study
Attrition in Psychology. Seattle: Washington Univ., Bureau of Testing,
May 1972,, 25pp. ED 065 042.

The primary motivation behind this prediction study was the concern
voiced over the problem of attrition in graduate school. Noting a 45
percent dropout rate among psychology doctoral Students who.began between
14.55 and 1964 and were studied in 1968; one author deplored the loss in
titre and effort to students and faculty when students leave graduate
sChool. Also of interest were possible sex differences in the variables
used to select candidatedand thereasons behind male and female'graduate
students' dropping oat. Thus, 123 graduate students entering the Univer-
sity of Washington Department of Psychology between 1963 and 1967 were
studied. Although progress toward the Ph.D: was not highly related to
admissions data such as GRE scores and undergraduate grades,:performance
in the first year was found to be predictive of later success. Evidence
of sex discrimination was minimal and subtle. It is suggested that
greater attention be directed toward measuring attrition from the program.

73a: Lunneborg, Clifford E. Summary_of GRE'Data for Graduate Programs
at-the-Vniversity_a-Washington 1970-1971. Seattle: Washington UniversitY,
:u-teau of Testing, March 1972. 5pp. ED 064 303.

This eport provides data on the Graduate Record Examinations covering
the pe 'cod from October 1970 through September 1971 and covering all

score reports forwarded to the-University of Washington during the'year.
Scores, fare included not only for students who completed applications but
for those who may hive submitted only GRE scorea. Table 1 reports data
extracted from summary reports received. :for the individual departments.

74A. Lynch,-Samuel Wesley. A Comparative _Study_a_X.a_U_f_ornia_Campus-and

Noncampus DoctoralStudeats in the School of Education, University of
'Southern_CaLif_o_mia: Ph.D. dissertation, Univ. of Southern California,
1975. 146 pp; (Order. No; 72-28639.)

w
This study dealt with the question of differencesibetween the students
taking classes on the main Los Angeles campus and students taking
classes in Regional Graduate Centers off campus. A stratified- random
sample of Ed.D. and Ph.D. studentsvas made from all students passing the
Admissions Examinations during a 'five" year period. Data were collected,
and interviews with teaching faculty were carried out. Results showed
that: (1) there was no difference between.off-campus students and
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on- campus students on: (a) passing the Qualifying Examination, (b)_
completing the degree, or (c) time taken.to'camplete the degree; (2)

there was a differette in the number of off - campus students who seek the

Ed.D. degree (the numbers were_higheroff-campus); (3) there was no

difference in_Ed.D. and Ph.D. students on (a)- passing the Qualifying
Examination, (b) completingLthedegree,-or (c) time -taken to.complete the

degree; (4) there was no difference in_offtcampus students and on-campus

students in (a) undergraduate grade point average, (b) graduate grade

point average, and (c) Graduate Record Examinations scores; (5) there was

no difference in off7campus students -and on-campus students in -their

perceptions of (a) -the usefulness of:the.predoctoral courses offered, (b)

faculty teaching effectiveness,and (c).course content,And its_relevance

to course title and subject; (6) the faculty teaching in the off- campus'

programs viewed the_ciff-campus Students differently than' on-campus

students. in tfiat Off-campus students (a) get inadequate counseling and

adviserteat., (b) have.better communication witlitheirlhofessors durik:r.

'class;. (c) have a higher anxiety level,.(d):requitetibre itithe_affettiVe

dtsa40,_(e) have a higher level of practicalexperience,,(046,:throush
leail defined screening and enrollment procedures, (g) are tOre,latigued,

(Wiiays a higher meatiage, khowgtearer°concetn over the quality:of'.

assignments, and are.moremotated; (7) there was no correlation'
between having high_orlow Graduatejtecord.Examinations.:scOres'and tiple

taken to complete the degree;

75a. Mann, C..:46ht. Quantitative: Evaluation Of.Applicants.forGraduite

School; Journal of Geological Education, 1977, 25(4), 118-119.

This report argues that the combined plots of Graduate Record Examinations

(GRE) scores -are useful data appraising the ability of prospective

graduate-a-CU-dents toauccessfullyComplete. the requirements ofadoctora144_

degree.:

76a. Marco, Gary L.. The Performance of Fir b-.ts oat

the GRE. GRE Special Report 68-2: Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing

Service, July 1968. 30pp. ED 163 091.

The purpose of this study was to obtain normative data on the performance

of firat-year graduate students on the Aptitude'Test and Advanced TeSta

of.the Graduate Record Examinations. Tfie population of the study consia-

ted of those students who enroiled as full-time graduate students for the

first time in'the fail of 1964 in a_college or university belonging to

the Council of Graduate,Schools (CGS). Subpopulations within each

institution were comOosed of students enrolled in graduate study.in 18

major fields.-- biology, business; chemistry, economics, education,

engineering, French, geology;.government, historliterature, mathe-

matics_, Olilosophy, physical education, phySics, psychology, sociology,

and Spafiish. Major§ in these fields took both the AptitUde Test and the
j

appropriate Advanced Test. Norms are provided for. the. verbal and quanti-

tative sections -of the Aptitude Test by:major field,:of'study and for

performance on-the 15 Advanced Tests. Accuracy of the data is discussed,



and the appendixes contain the names of, the institutions participating]_
the plan.of data collection, weights used in preparing the frequency.
distributions, and specific fields ,claisified under particular. major :-
fields for sampling purpOses.

.

77a. McPeek, Miles; And Others. An Investigation of the Feasibility Of
Obtaining_ Additional Subscores on the GRE Advanced Psychology Test. GRE.

_Board .Professional Report GREB-No. 7444P. Princeton, N.J. : Educational.
Testing Service, April 1976. Opp. ED 163 0%.0.,

This study was undertaken to determine whetheradditiOnal infortation:.
useful for guidance or placementcouldhe.derived'from existing AdVanCed
Tests. The number of substores currently reported for each AdvancO_Test
is limited.by the high reliabilityrequired_forsubscores usedjmmaking
admissions decision's. Subscores used only for guidance and. placement ..

would. not need to meet such a rigorous standard of reliability.. Subscores
based on eight content -areas were identifiecrby. the GRE Advanced Psychology
Test Committee of Examiners; analyses of theieexperimental subscores, of
the two currently reported subscores, and of the 'total sCore, were carried:
out. for two forms ofthe Advanced Psychology Test; Analysis'ofthe .

reliability of the differences among the experimental, subscores ShoWed.. -

that for most students additional information about strengths and weaknesses
insome.ofthe eight subscore areas could be obtained; The particular:
subscores for whichusefulinformation tould be obtained varied from.
student to student. This finding was supported by an examination-of50,
randomly chosen answer shets.It was concluded that subscores_ based,on
the content areas identified by theComliiittee_of Examiners may have
potential for proViding,additional.informatiofi for-purposes: of guidance
and .placement about most students who take the Advanced Psychology Test;
Subsdores based on: a factor analysis of the test; however, were judged
not to.have equivalent potential...:

78a.Mehrabian, Albert. Undergraduate Ability Factors in Relationship.
to_Graduatejerformance. Educational &.PsycholOgical Measurement, 1969,.
-29(2),:409=419.'.

This report concerns a study of the records of 79 graduate students.
A factor analysis was made otheir'GRE verbal and quantitative scores;
Miller Analogies Test scores,"overafl undergraduate GPA, juniorand -

senior GPA, mathematics and:logic course grades, rating by undergraduate
psychology department,,:research experience, promise as %.a. researcher', :

research versus service orientation, and achievemenes'in graduate school..
.

',Six factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 were lowiliz,ability, Under-
graduate GPA, research orientation", -_1;sA improvement; sex, ''and mathematics

training. Scores the ability factoe.,Mainly deterianed ratings of
student prothise.A regression equation'including five of these factors
wasConstructed. The higher zero order with graduate school'performance

-.waS'GRE-MAT: iFive.variables were added.to increase R by 14.
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79a. Merenda, Peter F.; Reilly, Raymond. Validity of Selection Criteria

in Determining Success of Graduate Students in Psychdlogy. Psychological

J12221" ,
ts 1971 1S(I) 259-266 .

The'pnipose of this study was to validate a set of six predictor variableS

against a discrete criterion measuring succesi.in gradUate study -in

pSychology. The predictors were:' (1).total undergraduate GPA, C2) GPA
in psychology courses, -(3) the three Graduate Record Examinations,.and

(4) a rating of the college in Which the baccalaureate degree was earned.
The criterion was trichotomized into two success-level categories and a

failure category. Multiple discriminant analysis of the data, based on a

sample of 77 students who had admitted-to graduate study in psychology,

yielded a dtatistically_significant value of D2 (p .001). The greatest

weight in providing the maximum separation among the three criterion

groups was assumed by total CPA, GRE.Advanced Test score, and the grades in'

undergraduate piychology courses.

80a. Michael, William_B4 And Others. Correlates of a Pass-Fail Decision

for Admission ta.Candidacyin a Doctoral Program. in Edutation; SduCatinnal-.
& Psychalogi&alMeasureMent, 1971, 3(2), '965=967..

_

This study explored.the interrelationships -among a nUMber. of Selected
_

variables involved in a doctoral committee's pass-fail decisions fora
sample Of'_844 graduate students.'ahe variables_ included scores_oh_the

Graduate Record Examinations andthe.comprehensi70e examination (CE).:,

ResUlts.show_moderate intercorrelations amotig:tne five 'parts of the CE

(.32-.57) and-someWat lower correlations for the GRE scores (.11-.49).

It:is:coricluded that the pass-fail decisiOn of the cammitteewassubstan=
tiallY'dependent on total sc4es on the .CE and only, slightly related to

GRE scoree;,..

81a.; MOrphy,_liarry_J.;'Jacobs, L. Ronald.. A Profile'of CSUN Deaf'

Students, Fall Semestex,---1976 : 1977.. 25pp..,ED 142022..

This .report deperibesthe_deaf stUdentpopulatiOn=17Q:at California
State U.aiversity, Northridgei=for_-the fall semester-,d/1106.; Statistical

ddta are presented for theIoAIowing variables: age Nild:X,,audiometric

data, other handicapping conditions, age of Onset, restdence by_place of

birth apd.place of high sChool graduation, type:of higahoal background,'

previous postsecondary experience, Scholastic Aptitude. Test and'Graduate
getOd gx4thinatiOns, scRits; class standing, number of units carried,
entaltheuf_in clasaes, special services in classes, and comparison of_

malora± of:hearing and deaf students. Among other'thingsi a summary of

the tesU1ta shows that One,-thirdof the students graduated'from a resi-

dOtial school'for the deafWhiletwo-thirds graduated from day schools,
Classea, .or regular high_schodls,that most students have had a

.previaus postsecondary experience before coming to the university, and

that there was an overwhelming preference 'by deaf students for a career

in educatIOn;'
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82a. Nagi, John L. Predictive Validity of the Graduate Record Examinations
and the Miller Analogies Test. -Educational & Psychological Measurement,
1975,-,35(2),: -471=472.

This'report describes a studrof a sample of 63 graduaie students,"33 of
whom did complete and 30 of whom did not complete a doctoral program in
eddcational administration at the State University of.New York at Albany.
StatistiCally nonsignificant point biserial coefficients of 0.140 and
0.087 were determined respectively-for the total scores on the Aptitude
portion of the Graduate Record Examinations and scores on the Miller
Ana/ogles Test relative to the dichotomous criterion of completion or
lack of completion.

'83a." Nelson, Anna M.
tion Program-.

Implementing
- i

Mastery Learning in a Teadher Educe-
, -1975, -1-7, 21-33.

The purpose of this study was to determine ihe'validi6, of the practice
of permitting teacher-education students to repeat examinations to attain
passing grades in the first two courses of the educational sequence.
,Differences between students who.repeated exams and those who.did not in
frequency of program completion, GPAs, and performance on-the Graduate
Record Examinations (GRE) Advanced Education Test'were assessed. Data
from 593 students show that there were no significant.differences between
students obtaining an initial grade of- C and those obtaining a repeated
grade of C in (1) completion or noncompletion of the program, (2) grade
in student teaching, (3) supervising teacher's rating, or (4) GRE scores.

84a. Newman, Richard I. GRE Scores as Predictors of GPA for Psychology
Graduate Students. Educational & Psychological Measurement,' 1968.,

433-436.

The purpose of this study was, to ascertain the predictive validity of the
Aptitude and psychology portions of the Graduate. Record Examination?
(GRE) for 66 graduate students in psychology. Product-moment cerrelatica
of r:Jv scores obtained from the GRE measures and graduate grade point
averake (GPA) were calculated. It was shown that the GRE is an inefficient
predictor of graduate grades and has little relationship to undergraduate
grades for this relatively unrestricted sample of subjects.

85a. Nieves,'Luis. The GRE and the Minority Student: A Perspective.
Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing Service, September 1976. 29pp. ED
135 827.

In this report, alternative admission systems are reviewed in respect .to
the minority applicant in an attempt to assess the nature of the bias
frequently referred to in connection with standardized testing. The
connection between the:use of the Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) aa''
a standardized test and the admission system was expIored;ipand it was
concluded that the role and importance of the GRE as an admission criterion
was determined by the typeof admission system adopted. The psychometric
definitions of test fairness (as opposed to bias) mere alsoyevieWed,:an4
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it was noted that there aie several conflicting definitions of test
fairnett and that these definitions are in keeping with the types of
admission systems currently in use. The validity 'of the GRE was examined,
and: it. was found that the validity, as with most standardized tests,
varied with the validity criterion used and various other factorS. The

report stresses the-need for local departmental validity studies and
special studies for minority groups. Of the three major types of bias
common to standardized lesting--content bias, environmental bias, and
utilization bias--the last was noted as bearing most directly on the
concern about testing as a barrier to the admission of minority students
into educational institutions.. In_the last analysis, tie question of
testing as a barrier rests with the values that dominate the selection of
admission criteria in general. These criteria, usually selected with an
eyeto the outcome of an educational process, are perceived as the
necessary prerequisite to a successful academic experience.

Novicki, David Joseph. Prediction of'Success in Counselor Education
Ph.D. Aissertation, Purdue Univ., 1976. 135 pp. (Order No:

86a;

77-7502;

Expldratory and descriptive in nature, this study.sought to determine the
relatiohdhipbetween information_sbout applicants to a counselor education
program and (1) admiSsion ordenial of admission and (2) the performance
of admitted applicants during the master's-level cours e of- study in the
program; Information about applicants was defined as: (1) undergraduate
grade point average, (2) previous Work experience,-: (3) ratings_of letters
of recommendation, (41. Graduatealecord Examinations scoresi (5.) sexi (6)
age .at the time ofapplicationiandH(7);undergraduate area of'concentra-

Criterion dataincorporated inrthe investigation included the
f011tiWi0g: (1) recordof.adMiSsion or denial-of admission,(2) grade
achieved in Education X10 (practicUm), (4) cumulative master's level
gradepoini average,_(5) supervisory evaluatiOn in Education.610_1AbOratOry
-(prepractiCum), and (6). major advisor rating of_student's overall:perfor=
mance in the program; On nearly all of the variables,:admitted applicant§
were found to havediffered:Significantly from those-who were not*Imitted;
They_ha<higher,undergraduate grade point averages,jlighenGRE verbal and
total test scores,.and higher-rated letters of recommendation Admission
of females. ontnumbered_admission'of males at:a frequency, greater thin

would be expected by chatwe. The frequency-of admission of applicants
'with undergraduate majors in education,_sociology or other humanities was
greater than for other major areas studied.

87a. O'Dell, Jerry W. The EPSAT as a Predictor. Journal of Psychology,

1973, 85(1), 165:-167.

In this study the mathematical sections of the Engineering and Physical
Science Aptitude Tedt (EPSAT) and the Graduate Record Examinations (GRE)
wereadministered to two classes of 31 students in graduate psychological
statistics. Results showed high correlations between EPSAT scores_ and
course grades (.64 and .43). The GRE quantitative section provided
similarly high correlations with grades (.79 to .72). It is suggested
that statisticscodrse grades are best predicted by Mathematics test
scores.
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7
88a. Ogden, Verna Albertson. Predicting Academic Success and Real-Life
Success for ProsuectiveReadin S ecialists. Ph.D. dissertation, Univ.
of Pennsylvania, 1975: 86 pp; Order No. 77-4679.)

The major purposes of this investigation were (1) to identify variables
that predict academic success in a graduate program in reading/language
arts, (2) to identify factors related to post-master's performance in
terms of real-life success, (3) to identify factors related to persis-
tence in the field of reading/language arts, and (4) to analyze differen-
ces in the real-life success of the experimental- and regular- program

graduates. The following were used as predictor variables in this study:
undergraduate grade point average (U-GPA), rating of undergraduate
college, age, years of teaching, number of children, Graduate Record
Examinations Aptitude Test scores--verbal (V), quantitative (Q), and
total (T)--and graduate grade point average (G-GPA). Criterion variables
measuring aspects of career success were: G-GPA, salary, supervisory
_responsibility, job satisfaction, professional involvement, and community

involvement. Of the success criteria analyzed in this study,,G-GPA was
found to be the most predictable. The traditional measures of U-GPA
GRE -V; and GRE-Q were found to be significantly related to G-GPA. The
findings were in agreement with earlier studies of the prediction of
real-life success in that G-GPA was found to be.a relatively: poor.
predictor. Age and years of teaching were both found to be po itively
and significantly related to number of civic and social group . This
is to be expected because of the probability that older stud nts will be
more settled and, therefore, more likely to become actively ved in
community activities. The,prediator variable, rating of undergraduate
college was found to be significantly related to both salary and number

of people supervised. These correlations were negative, indicating that
those attending high-quality,undergraduate institutions end up in jobs
with low salaries and little, responsibility for supervising other adults;

. None of the predictor variables were significantly related to either job
satisfaction or involvement in professional groups.

89a. Pannier, James McKinnon. An Evaluative Study of the,Masters Degree
Program in School Administration at Montana State University--An Apprai-

- sal by the Graduates., Ed.D. dissertation, Montana State Univ., 1971.
150 pp. (Order No. 72-8881.)

This evaluative study of the Masters of Education Degree Program in
School Administration at Montana State University was designed to obtain
feedback from. the graduates to determine their career-development patterns,
their opinions as to the strengths and weaknesses of the curriculum that
was offered; and their suggestions for improving the program. To determine
the representativeness of the sample, Graduate Record Examinations scores
and grade point average were secured for all graduates from whom these
data were available. Neither the mean GRE or GPA scores of the respondents
differed significantly from the mean'scores of the total population when
the t-test was used at the .05 level of significance. Among the important
conclusions drawn from the study were: (1) the Masters Degree Program in
School Administration at Montana State University is well accepted by the



aduates, (2) "the number of_graduates:compieting all their course work
.

in summer sessions seems to be increasing ;slightly, (3) an- administrative
internship was considered-a Valuable experience in the student's prepara-
tion program; (4) consideration should be given. to establishing minimum
scores on theoierbal and quantitative segments of the Graduate Record'
Examinations, (5) consideration shouldbe given.tO incorporating greater="
information on'eanageinent and budget systems in_echication, and (6) there"."'

seems to be amore positive attitude among recent graduates.concerning
the value ofthe written comprehensive examination and preparation of the
professional paper.. , :;

90a. Pemberton, Carol. A Comparison of High Ability- Under- Achievers'
With Low Ability OVer,-AChieVera. Newark:- Delaware Univ., NeWark,

A:CadeMid.haiining and EVAldation, March 1968. 240p. ED 077

398. .

"'7 -- . .
rn studtheresPonses;of 30ColIege.aeniors who overachieved in
terms of predicted grade point average (RA) Were compared with the
responses of 38 high ribility underachievers; Graduate Record Exaillina

tions (GRE) scores and/GPA'sweie compared with those ,of two groups of
students performing as predicted. OVerachievers_were found to be particu-
larly dependent on the good opinion of others. Underachievers_preferto.

do things in their own way, regardless of what other people thinki.ancr_
are interested in a wide range of cultural, social, and athletic activi-

ties. The underachievers'obtained a higher average GRE area test score
than the overachievers, their superiority being greatest in natural
science-. This is also the area in which they compared. most favorably
with the overachievers. Implications for counseling and graduate school
admissions are pointed out.

91a. Pickens, Thomas A.' A Logistic Quantal Response Mod
the Probability of Graduate Success'.: Wright7Patterspri AFB, Ohib: Ait
Force Institute of Technology; School of. Engineering, June 1971.. 8600;
Available from the National Technical Information Service. (Order No.

AD-725 057)

The primary.method for estimating_the correlation between GRE Aptitude
Test scores and the probability of graduate success involves calculation
of thesample correlation coefficient. Since this approach is questioned
for prediction or policy formblation, the logistic quantal response model
is suggested as a means for estimating the functional relationship'
between the probability of achieving the graduate degree and the GRE
Aptitude Test scores. Data from the Air Force Institute of Technology
graduate systems analysis, graduate aeronautical-mechanical engineering;
and graduate logistics management programs were used as the basis for
estimating the probability of achieving the graduate degree with a
nominal 95 percent confidence limit for this probability.

'92a. Portig, Janet Hilliker. University-of Kentucky Master's Degree
-Graduatesi_and_Non_Graduates_:A__Test_of Holland's Theory of Vocational
Shoice.I Ed.D. dissertation, Univ. of Kentbcky, -1974.= 168 pp. (Order No.

75-26479.) ,
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The purpose's pf this study were to_determine:if univariate significant
differences existed-between master's .degree.graduates And' nongraduates
on 14 commonly utilized variables and 'to determine:, if'the 'prediction of
graduatiOn at the master's-degree leel'tould.be improved through the use
of Holland's classification syStem, Whd:ch is based on his theorTof.
Vocational choiCes It was-cOnclOdedthAt there were statistically
significant meari'differences between master's-degree'graduateS and a

'nongraduates, and that theprediction tfgraduLion at the master's7degree,
level using Holland's_clAs"sificatiOn system_was not-possible with the 14
variables that were included. It was suggested, however, that the best
discrimingting7variabieS,were:- the Graduate Record Examinations:verbal
score'for male graduates and.nongraddatesand-a combination of undergraduate
grade_point average and time betWedn the-bachelor4Sdegree and graduate,
schbol,admission for fonale graduates and nongraddates;

.

93a. Towers, Donald E.-
TeSt.- GRE BOaid ProfeSional Rert GR4B No 75-11P. Princeton, N,J.:
Educationaf TestiJIKServiee, 1977. -90pp. ED163 081.

Segarate factor analyses of two operat-ional forms of the Graduate Record
Examinationi (GRE) Aptitude Test were undertaken to gain a better-under-
standing of the abilities that contribute to performance on the exami-

. nation. Results suggest that three global abilities--two verbal and one
quantitative --are being consistently tapped by the Gilt Aptitude Test.
Other less:prominent dimensions7-someof which appear to.be specific to
test forms--were noted also. 'These dimensions revealed aspects ofthe
test that are related to item type, speedednessi and -the content of

reading passages. Factor extension-analysis -was used to- estimate the
loadings on these operational test factors of new items from eight

experimental tests administered with the operational forms.,: Statistical
redovalofthe'extended. Eactors.from the matrices of tetrachoric interitem
correlations of the experimental tests, and eleamination of residual
relationships and amount of variance explained suggested that the experi-

,
mental tests are, in_general Adequately explained by the factors in the

operational-tests. There are, however, several dimensions:in the
.experimental tests distinct from the factors underlying.the operational

forms-.. Recommendations based on thefindings of the analyses are made
.concerning subtest length, item arrangement and passage content,: The
factOr analysis method is seen as having' relevance in supplementing mores
traditional item classification and analySfs techniques and for the
.planned*trutturing of the GRE Aptitude Test.

94a. RaWlSi-Jame/.;. Ahd.,Others. AtiItvestigationof Success Predictors
in Graduate'Sthool in PSychology. Journal of Psychology, 1969, 72(1),

124-129.':

The purpose of this study was to inveItigate the utility of a number of
predictor variables, both old and new, in discriminating between three

groups of psychology graduate students: 25who earned a Ph.D., 25 who
-earned a terminal M.A., and..25 who earned, neither degree. The Miller
Analogies Test, GRE, and overeal undergraduate GPA failed to differentiate



the three,groups. Partitioning transcript information showed some
predictability in that Ph.D.s had more undergraduate hoers in psychology,
foreign languages, biology, math, and natural and physical science.
Ph.D.s also had higher CPAs in humanities, natural and physical science;
Math-science courses, and ambined sciences. Biographical information
also showed some-predictiv potential.

.55a. Reilly, Richard R.I ackson, Rex. Effects of EmiPiricalt,-Option
Weighting on Reliability and Validity of the GRE. GRE Boardpimfessional
Report GREB No. 71=9P. Princeton,,N.J.: Educatiohal,Te'sting Service,.

1972. 29pp, ED _969 738.

Item options of shortened forms' of'the Graduate Record Exadinations
verbal and quantitative tests were empirically weighted by two variants

".of a method originally attributed to Guttman. The first method assigned
, to each option Of an it the Mean standard score on the remaining items
of all subjects choosing that option. The second procedure assigned the
mean score on a parallel farm of all persons' choosing the option.
Compared with formula scores, it was found that scores generated with
the empirical-weights were more reliable but less.valid When correlated
with undergraduate grade point average.(GPA).. Test homogeneity was
incre sed through empirical option weighting, and-factor analysis re-

.

vealed large increases -in variance accounted for by the first factor.
Examination of the actual weights assigned to each option revealed that
the weight for omit in most cases differed considerably from the weight
that would -be assigned under the usual formula score assumptions: It

was suggested that the weighting procedures that were psed tended to
capitalize on omitting behavior, which, although a highly reliable
tendency, may antdally,be negatively related to the GPA criterion used.

96A. Reilly,- Richat&B..:EMpiriCal_Op_ion° eighting,with a Correction
for Guessing. Educational & Psychological Measurement, 1975,.35(3),
60=619.

BeCause previout,reportshave.sdggested that the lower validity.of test .
scores with empirical option weightslmight be explained by a Capitafia-
tion:of thekeyidg procedures ononatting tendencies, a procedure was
devised to key options empirically with.a correction- for - guessing con-

straint. The new procedure was used with- Graduate Record EXaminations
.data taken from two.saMplet totaling 9,916 answer sheets..Resultsrshow
smallei'increases in reliabiity than those: observed wheii:dficonstrained
procedures were used; but validitiet for quantitative subfOrms were
lowered slightly;

97a., Roberts, S. Oliver; And Others. SAT!V
Negro.American-College-Students- Proceedings f the 77th Annual onven-

tion of the American Psychological Association, 1969.

This paper re-ports that longitudinal mhanges.from Scholastic Aptitude Test
to Graduate Record Examinations Aptittde TesCscores for 349 seniors were
found to_differ by sex, regional background, and major fields. Males
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. .

showed a significant absolute increase inquantitative mean score and a'

relative gain in national percentile standing. Women did the same in the

verbal area and also improved their percentile position in the quanti-

tative area: Honor students and those going on to advanced study'had
considerably-higherscores than the others, with some percentile gain
from freshman to senior year. These results, although highlylimited as
criteria, are viewed against recent critical evaluations of black American

higher education.

98a, _..ROCk, Donald A. Identification of .. "..- _ -.4 li eir

ect on the Prediction of- Doctorate Attainment. GRE Board Professional

port;GREB No; 69 -6bP. Princercin, N.J.: Eddtatiditial'Testing Service;

975. ,,41pp. ED 163 086,:: ' ,

-

The purpose of'thi
,

s research project was t po:Ievaluate the otential of GEE'

Aptitude and Advanced Tests as predictors infa dichotomous criterion of

t4hether.or-not the candidate. attained the doctorate withil_especified
etigth of tite;._ _Specifically; the project, attempted to: (1) define

...subgroups for_WhiCh_the_GRE tests have varying degrees of validity, and

(2) Provide biographical profiles of each subgroup. as well as. the optimal,

predictive-equation for those subgroups. It was found that the GRE
Advanced Tests were consistently the best. predictors of Ph.D. attainment;

.,.

However, the predictive accuracy of.thetRE Advanced_ Tests varied con--

siderably.adross'graduate fields and in one tase_within.a graduate .

field- -that is, prediction oct the whole: waSconsiderably kore'aCcurate ift

the 'hard science", graduate areas of.mathemtics an&chemit.niihani;OL
7

.

psychology. Wiehin.the psychology area there was'a U-Sbaped relationship'
beteen predict ability and age =showing that the total*apple-7regrAsion
eqUation led-to greater predictive accuracy for the;younger and the oiler

age groups. The middle age group was not only.less Tredictable_ but the
errors in prediction tend to lead to underestimation of their actual rate

of Ph.D. attainment: Thus, the middle-age group was characterized by
,

overachievement ;.':.
.

I ! :

99a. Rock, Donald. Prediction of DoctoratecAttainment in Psychology,

Mathematics:and Chemistry. GRE Board Research Report. GREB No. 69=6aR.

Princeton. Educational'Testing Service, 1972. 17pp. ED 069

664.

Data from the_National Science Foundation FellpUthipappliCant records.
.:and the NRC Office of Scientific P4rsonnel Doe.to'ratelRecords File were

utilized to evaluate the potential of GRE Apetude_and Advanced Tests as-

predictors of whether or not the candidate attained the doctorate_within

A period of from seven to ten years. In addition, the -study sought to
determine. whether there were, partiCular subgroups within each field, as

:described by variables such as age, quality of the institution or graduate

department) for_Which the Graduate Record Examinations have varying

Aegrees_of predictivefadturacY. Samples ranging from 643 to-779 ciere

obtained:-.for three fields7-mathematics, Chemistry; nd;.piychologyr-

and divided, into two samples Aso that_croSS7ValidationCouldbe performed-J'
-ResUItain4iCate that mathematics and: chemistry had..higher levels of

(*1
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predictability than psychology. In all three fields, the GRE Advanced
Tests were the best predictors. Age was a better predictor for math than
for psychology or chemistry.

100a. Rock,_ Donald A. The "Test Chooser": A Different Approach_to 'a
13redittitin_WAghting Scheme. GRE Board Professional Report GREG No

'7U=.213. PrinCerCiii, N.J.: 'EdudatiOnal TeStingi,.,SerViCe, November 1974.

54pp. ED 163 087.

First-year graduate students were asked ,to respond to a biographical
questionnaire that emphasized motivational variables in addition to the
usual dexographic variables; It was hypothesized that the students could
select from a group of ability measuies the one best indicator of how
t4i they would do in graduate school. To_test_this hypothesis, the
sample was divided into two parts--those_who felt tests were the least
indicators of success (test choosers) and those who felt that some other
means of assessment was.the best for them (non-test choosers). Within-
group regressions were then computed and compared using path analysis

, techniques; The obtained empirical least squares weighting system gave
support to the possibility that graduate students could identify those
predictors that would yield minimum errors of prediction for them.
Indications of the importance of motivational measures as predictors for
those who didn't choose testing were noted.

101a. Roscoe, John T.; Houston, Samuel R. The Predictive Validity of
GRE Scores for a Doctoral Program in Education. Educational & Psycho -

logical Measurement,. 29(2), 507=509.

For this: study, Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) scores of 231 persons
who completed a doctoral program were available as were their GPAs and
information concerning their graduation. Profiles of .test scores and
other predictiVe data were given_16 graduate professors 'who rated each
student's prospects as a doctoral student. They-were also asked to rank
those whom they know. Correlations of GRE with GPAranged from .14-.32,
with normative judgment analysis at .16-.53, and with.ipsative judgment:
analysis at .14-.30. The predictive validity of the'GRE was questioned.

102a. SchalIow, John R.; Hogan,,TerrenceP: APA Accreditation and
, -

Applications to a Clinical Psychological Prpgram. elinical_Psycholcgist,
1975, -2&(2), 11.

This study compared two groups of applicants to a clinical psychology
program at the University of Manitoba. 155 students applied in the year
before the program received accreditation from the American Psychologica14
Association, and 142 students applied' in the year after accreditation. e'

The only significant change in the geogaphical distribution gf applica-
tions was a reduction in the second gropp in the number of applicants.
from Manitoba. No significant change appeared in the quality of.applicants,
as measured by GPA and Graduate Record Examinations scores. .Accreditation
:appeared to increase the number, of applic'ants from universiEites of
higher quality And to decrease 1pplications from universities of lesser
prestige. Limitations ofthe study design are pointed out.
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. P

--B11.4:---Shand, Jack. ',The Graduate Record Examinations Advanced Test in

Psychology in Relation to Undergraduate Academic Standini, Journal -of

Psycholosy, 1970, 76(0,485-90.;

The results0 this study indicated difficulties in the predictive
validation-of fhe Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) using existing
procedures and prevalent criteria of success'in graduate school. A
method of concurrent validation ,(based on correlation of the GRE Advanced
Test in Psychology with undergraduate psychokOgy qualAy point avefage),
which was used for each of five successive years (N is greater than 30
for each year), yielded consistently higher correlations (near .50) than
those commonly reported in the literatuie for the correlation of either
GRE verbal or qUantitative scores or the GRE Advanced Test, in Psychology
scores with various criteria of success in graduate work in psychology.

104a. Sharon, Amiel T. English Proficiency, Verbal Aptitude, and
Foreign Student Success in American Graduate Schools. Educational
& Psychological Measurement, 1972, 32(2), 425-31.

Results of this study indicate that'an English proficiency test such as
Test of. English as'a Foreign Language may raise the validity of the GRE
Aptitude Tests in predicting foreign students' graduate school GPA.

105a. Sharon, Amiel T. Test of English as a Foreign Language as a
Moderator of Graduate Record Examinations Scores in the Prediction of

,I. Foreign Students' Grades in GraduateSchool. GRE Board Professional
Report GREB No. 70-1P. Princeton, N.J.: Educational-Testing Service,
1971. 2Opp. ED 058 304.

Scores of foreign graduate students on the Graduate Record Examinations
Aptitude_ Test and the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL)'
were combined through multiple and moderated regression to predict grade
point average (GPA). It was hypothesized that- TOEFL_ wouldmoderate the
relationship between the GRE scores and GPA. According to this hypothesis,
students scoring high on TOEFL would be more predictable by GRE than those
scoring low. :The hypothesis was only partially supported by-results.
The results suggest that foreign -§tudents' with low English verbal aptitude

can succeed in American gradUate schools. The limitations of GPA as a
criterion of graduate'school success for fdieign studentSiis-discussed.

1064. Skinner:, Earl E., Jr._ A Follow-Up Study of Doctoral Graduates in
Education: The University of Southern Mississippi 1962=1970. Ed.D.
'dissertation, Univ. of, outhern Missi§Sippi, 1971. 295 pp. (Order No

72-9097.)
,

- The problem of this study was to obtain, organize, and present data of
doctoral graduates An the field of education in 'order to draw conclusions
and make recommendations concerning the findings. The following were4he
major co lusions: (1) total scores attained by the graduates on the'
Aptitude ections of the Graduate Record Examinations and their scores
On-the ler Analogies Test (MAT) did not appear to be good predictors
of'succ ss in attaining doctorates. ?Most graduates disagreed to some
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extent that requiring MAT Scores forWmittarice.tocandidacy was realistic;

(2)graduates werg, generally well pleaSed with their doctoral training,
and large majoritis felt that most aspects of their training contributed
greatly to their professional advancement and, other aspects of their lives;
(3) most graduates appeared to escape undue financial hardship during'
their 'periods of residenCy; however, most were not full-time students
throughout their doctoral programs: Family responsibilitieS did not
deter graduates from pursuing doctorates; (4) most graduates were employed
in '..colleges and universities where a majority of their working hours were

spent in teaching. Most aspired to positions in these organizations; (5)

a majority of- graduates had no geographicalmobility after completing
their doctoral degree requirements and generally appeared to be-satisfie
in their present positions; (6) a majority of graduates realized substantial '

increases in their annual professional incomes after attaining doctorates.

The median annual professional income expected for 1971 was $15,875,

which is commensurate with annual professionalincomes of other doctoral

graduates in-this field; (7) a preponderance of graduates did not expect
to use The University of Southern Mississippi's placement office services;
consultant services, Library services, and research facilities and

services during 197.11"--there appeared to be no advantage to one type

of doctorate over the other.

107a. Soetrisno, Heru. Prediction of Academic Perfarmance-of-Lbe_U-S.
Navy Officer Students in Operations Research/Systems.Analysis-Curritulum
at_the Naval Postgraduate School. Monterey, Calif.: Naval Postgraduate

School, 1975:' 77pp. Available fromthe National.Technicaf Information

Service. (Order No. AD-A009-922).

A study of the U.S. Navy officer'students who were registered in the

Operations Research/SyStem Analysis curriculum at the-Naval-Postgraduate
School (NPS) in.the spring of 1974 was conducted using biographical data,

the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, and the Graduate'Record Examinations

to develop; an equation predicting their academic performance. Several

prediction equations were derived using a development ample and then
cross-validated using a hold-out sample. The results were staeistically.

significant; Four of the prediction equations derived were selected to_
be further analyzed to obtain regression.coefficients uiing the JaCkknife.

procedure. NO significant differences were found between the results
obtained using the StepwiSe Regression. procedure and the Jackknife
prOcedure. 4 was concluded that data from the three instruments (the

biographical questionnaire, the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, and the
Graduate Record Examinations), as well as data from any combination of

two or all three ottfiem, provided higher potential for predicting

acedemic'performance than did prior academic' performance. It is pointed

out that the group that was studied was highly homogeneous; already
accepted at NPS, all the officer students had. a prior grade point average

of-2.5 or above. Among appendixes are the biographical questionnaire,

the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, and graduate education "potential

categories for classification.
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,

108a. Sofge, Charles T.- Prediction of Performance and Satisfaction of
Aeronautical Engineering Students at the Naval Postgraduate School.
Master's thesis, Naval Postgraduate School, 1974. 78pp. ED 109 541.

A primary objective of this research was the development of predictors of
academic performance and satisfaction for aeronautical engineering students.
-Three basic types of data used to develop predictors were biographical.

4 (historical);_ academic aptitude(Graduate Record Examinations), and
individual interest (Strong Vocational 'Interest Blank). Several successful,
prkictors of performance were developed; but further research wi be

required to successfully_' predict student satisfaction.

109a. Stordahl, Balmer E. Predictive Validity of the Graduate Record
Aptitude Test: , Marquette. Northern Michigan Univ., Institutional3'

Research Office, 1970: 5pp. ED 044.071;

The purPose of this study was to assess the validity of the draduate
Record Examinations Aptitude Test verbal ability (GRE-V) and quantitative
ability (GRE=q) scores and undergraduate grade point average (GPA) as
predictors of graduate grade point average in the Master of Arts,degree,
program, at Northern Michigan University. The subjects were 120 students
who had.taken the GRE between 1967 and 1970 and had completed eight hours
or more of graduate work. The'findings indicated that the undergraduate
GPA was the best single predictor of graduate academic performance. The
addition of GRE scores to undergraduate GPA in an optimally weighted
equation did not add significantly ..to the prediction of the gradUate,GPA,
although the GRE-V was found =to be-significantlY'correlated.with graduate
GPA when used independently of undergraduate GPA.

110a. Thacker, Andrew J.; Williams, Robert E. The Relationship. of the
Grade Record Examinations to Grade Point Average and Success in Gradu-
ate School. Educational & PaychologicalMeaaurEmumt, 1974, 34 -(4), 939-944.

Because of the wide use .of the Graduate Record Examinations (GREor
selection and the general acceptance of its predictive ahility:
review was made of:recently publiihed research-articles concerning
the predictive validity of the acorea.on the GRE relative to the criteria

::tlef grade point average and general'auCess in graduate school; The datal,H:

-;f!rom.the articles-reviewed. were reported, and the weight of the evidence
suggests that this wide use of the-GRE foraelection must be questioned.
These data also illustrated the need for additional predictive studies in
this area since none 'of the results were found toheconClusive.

lila. Traw, L. Stephen.-The,ErediCtiveNalidity of Selection C*.iteria
Used in the. Doctoral Program' of the College of Education at the-Univer-%
siorof Wyoming. dissertationiUniv: of Wyothing, 1972.- 100-:pp.
(Order No. 72-32802;)--

The purposeof.this study wiaLto determine whether th4criteriaused in
the selection of.doctoral candidates in the College of Education at the
Univeraity of Wyoming were related to:succesa in the doctoral:,program.
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CNMpletion of.the program.waS_1164d.as the criterion of success. Data
from 1961 through 1971 were- abstraCtid. Students, were classified pinto
three groups:. 270 graduates, 43 nongraduates, and 96 actives._'Actives--
students. determined,toi,e progressing toward completion of theiriprograms--
were not cited: in the study. Predictor variables included scores''from the
Miller Analogies Test; Comprehensive Education Test,.. Cooperative English
Test, and theGraduate Record Examinations Aptitude and Advanced Education

_Testa. Other academic variables were grade point averages for the.
bachelor's, master's:and post - master's workancL faculty ratings. Background
variables included age at adthittance to candidacy, Whether_or not the_:

'13acheleIr!'s and.moster's degrees were_earnedatthe.University_of Wyoming,:
and time-lapse between_aWard of the bachelor4s:'degree and candidacy fIpt-
the master's degree and between award of the master's degree and candidacy
for'the doctorate. Significant differences'between the mean scores of
the graduates: and nongraduates were-foundon a number of predictor
variables: ,agei post-master's grade point average, faculty ratings, the
Graduate-aecord-Examinations Advanced Education Test and quantitative
ability scores,' and the time lapse between award of the bachelor's degree
and candidacy for the masterlegree. These.same factors had the
highest correlation coefficients: when the relationship of the predictor
variables. to the success criterion of graduatedinotgraduated was anal zed.
The GRE.:quantitative.abilityscore achieved the strongest relationship
with ihe criterion The highest Correlation.of the other variable
with the criterion was age; which had a correlation coefficient Of ;17.
In an effort tq determine which variables were most effective for the
selectionofsuccessfulcandidates, the Stepwise'regression analysis did
not include the GRE Aptitude Test.

112a. Valdez,JudeA,Performance-Centered Model forlGenerating Graduate °
,Student SelectionCriteria at the Departmental Level-,-AnExploratory.
Study. Ph.D. dissertation, Univ. of Texas at Austin, 19.76
(Order No.. 7-1i601-)

The majoVpurpose of thisstudy was to develop and pilot:test, a perfon-
mancecentered model for identifying a comprehensive set of graduate
student selection criteria at the departth&ital level. Three graduate
departments-7Curriculumand Instruction,tducationalzPsychology, and
Educational Administration - -of the College of EducatiOn:at the UniVersity
ofTekas at Austin served as the loci of the study. The model that was
pilot tested was an adaptation and expansion of the critical- incident
technique. Approximate*.67AcritiCalincidents--specific illustrations
of most and least SuCcestfulatUdentperformances--were collected from
the faculty and. students inth*threeparticipatiqg_.departments.- A
taxonomy _of 24performance categories for sortingt:he incidents was then
developed by_a team of faCulty and students. _ToteSt the fie'between the'
incidents and the performart4 categories of the taxonomy, asecond team.
sprted the incidents into the performance categories. Finally, the 24
categories were converted into rating scales with operationally defined
poles; The resultinginitrdthent Was the Student Performance Rating Scale
(SPRS)J.which was used by_faculty in the three departments toratea
sample of currently enrolled students. Judging from the results, the
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model that, was employed represents a viable methodology for formulating, a
comprehensive set of adlmission criteria congruent with the needs of_a
particular department or group of departments. Results revealed that
foul- factors together account for 79,percent of what faculty members view

_as successful performancepin Curriculum and Instruction,.and 77 percent

and-83 ,J,ercent in ,Educational Psychology and Educational-Administrafion,-

respecciVely. While academic; performance clearly was identified.as

key to success the three departments, there were somenonacademic
performances that were significant as well (interpersonal relationships,

stamina and drive, and leadership). The findings also stronglyesuggest

that traditional. selection methods based on entrance grade point averages_

and Graduate .Record Examinationa scores do not asses' many of the-akiIls

necessary to succeed in the three departments. Recommendations for

employing the results of the research iman admission programiwer

made.

113a. Vecchio, Robert; Costin, Frank. Predicting Teacher Effectiveness

from Graduate Admissions Predictors. American Educational Research
Journal, 1977, 14(2), 169-170.

Student achievement in an introductory psychology course was foinicE,to
correlate most strongly with the teaching assistant's Graduate Record-

Examinations (GRE) Advanted. Psychology Test score and with the numher Of
undergraduate psyFhology courSes.taken by theinstructor. Student ,-

satisfaction with the instructor, however, was best predicted by the

instructor's. MZ.E verbal score.

114a. Wallace, Marc,-J.; Schwab, Donald P. 'A Cross-Validated Comparison

of Five Models Uaed to Predict Graduate Admissions Committee Decisions.

Journal of. Applied Psychology, 1976. 61(5), 559-563.

Weights derived from an admitAions committee's assessment of 170 appli-
cants to a graduate industrial relations program using five mOdels
(linear, multipfikative, dummy variable, _unit weighting, and multiple

-hurdles) were crOss-va1idatedon 112 additional applicants. Predictions

of all models were significantly related to the committee's admissidlis

-decisions 'in the cross-validat:ion group. The accuracy of prediction` was

about the same for all modelsflhOever? except f6r apA and...Graduate:

Record Examination& scores,-, therOther variables weighted varied somewhat

from model to model. A substantial amount of the'4eciig-ion variincedas
-

unaccounted by any modell

115a. Ward, Richard S.; And Others. Teaching Behavioral Scieride:,
.

Experiment. Journal of Medical Education? 1970, 45(11),':893-900.

This article deat7;47Bel..ane,xperimental teaching program in thepsYchiatry.

department-of a medicel=achool. The-program consists of a.full'curriculum

year of behavioral sciences open to medical,atudents prior to their

clinical years. The program goals, undetlyingphilosophy, progrpxn form,

and curriculum are described. After fourjearsiof operation,'19_studenta
have completed the program. Class rankiillis hevOYgenerally improved

okf

4
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'dramatically as have Graduate Record Examinations scores in sociology
and psychology. Interviews with the students by experts, observations
by faculty members, and critiques from the students themselves tend to
support the effectiveness of the program.

116a.,, Ward, William C..Frederiksen, Norman. A Study of Predictive
Validity of the Tests of Scientific Thinking. GRE Board Professional
Report GREB NO.. 746P. Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing Service;
1977. 58pp. ED 166 239;

\
This study provides preliminary_ evidence as to the validity of measures
derived from the Tests of Scientific Thinking (TST). The TST and -the

Graduate_RedOrdEXaMinationS (GRE)tests were compared with regard to
their relationships to interests,_ self7appraiSals; and accomplishments_of
students during the_first year of graduate work it psychology. Criterion
variables were Obtained from a questionnaire mailed. to students near the
end ofthe spring semester. Difficulties.in: data analysis were created
both by the item-sampling character of the experimental test data and'by
a.relatively_apaall rate of return ofquestionnaires. :It:is Possible to
show, however, that the corkelationt dc-xhibit appreciable nonchance
variance wi.th regardto consistency acrOsstests:and across related
questionnaire variables. The GRE tests werefound td be more effective
than the experimental instruments in 'predicting quality of the department
attended;; but the experimental tests were more effective in two:other .

'domains: (1) self-appraisals aiknowledge of'psychOlogy anc*cills;in
psycftological activities, and (2) professional accoMplishments such as
`research; publication; teaching; andtutorini:

7117a. Weaver, W. Timothy. Educators in Supply and Demand: Effects on
`Quality.' Aptilj977.113pp. ED:143 145.
,.,

;;In this report.; the supply-demand imbalance in teacher edUcation is

described, and a theory of- nstitutional response- to the:general
imbalance problem is diSduased.,_ Thetheory postulates that as market
demand for new graduates in a giyenfield"declines, the quality of the'
student body entering that field of:studYwillalto:decline.: The theory, :

assumes the institutionsadapt'bY seIecing teigbest from a shrinking;
pool of talent but in So:doing*crifice,absolute standard!-fOr:relative,
standarda. The applicationsiacceptancesi_registrations-and SAT verbal
scores and the motor scores of three schools of engineering ar6. compared,.
Eleven programs. of teacher preparatiOn were examined. ntry- level-test
scores, applications, acceptances, and enrollments from 1U of the programs
were compared with data framotheracadethid divisions within ihesade_:.
nstitutions. In the cases examited, a decline in applications hasled_
to an increase in the ratio ofacceptances and lower mean SAT verbal apd
math cords_among entering students_ascompared to, other academic:divisions
and compared'to_generaltest_score declines. An examination of_Graduate
Record. Examinations on verbal and.-quantitative test scores by those Who;
indicate a field of intended study shows a parallel pattern.

/184.- Webb; Randall Joseph; _itraciety=ana
- - 'Za

Ed.D. dissertation, Univ. of Southern Mistissippi, 1971. 86.pp. (Order
NO. 7249103.)



The problem of thit study was to determine the relationship between
,

certain attributes.of doctoral students and academic achievement in two
educational statistics courses at the University of Southern Mississippi.

The sample for the study consisted of 87 doctoral students- enrolled in

two graduate educationaL Statistics courses. The anxiety and attitudes
mieatures were obtained at the beginning and end of both courses-by

_administration-of appropriate instruments to .the students. The general

aptitude variable was measured by students' G verbal and qUintitative

scores as well At the campotite of the tho.,tThe best predictor was found

to be student' attitudetoWard the course (r = .0) followed by the

composite GRE score. It. was also found that the Anxiety and .attitude

measures, taken as a composite, significantly predicted first'-.-course

achievement. No.significant cIanges in anxiety and attitudes occurred

over the two-course sequence. In summary, both the intellective and

rionintellective variables included.in the stUdy"were found to significantly

predict achievement in the first course, while these variables proved

ineffective inpredicting tecond-coarse achievement. Students' anxiety

and attitudes'appeared to be relatively stable throughout thel.two.courses,

possibly indicating the importance of general ability in influencing

seteind-course aaievement. ,

,119a. Wiekel; William ..T:; Loesch, Larry C. 'Cognitive Correlates of

Counselor Trainees' Needs Awareness. Canadian Counselor, 1977, 11(3),

128-130.
fir

The purpose of this study was to'examine relationships between differences
in counselor trainees' perceived and measured needs levels and Graduate

Record Examinations (GRE) scores and -grade point,averages (GPA).. GRE

scores were'generally inversely related 'it, differences in measured and

perceived needs levels--that is, higher GRE.scores were associated with

smaller differences.
ds

120a. Wiggins, Nancy; And Others. Prediction of First-Year Graduate

Success in Psychology: Peer Ratings. Journal_of_EducatiOnal Research

1969, 63(2), 81 -85.

This.study involved comparing a variety of measures-used for predicting

first-year GPA 'in graduate school in psychology.;, predictors included,

standard ability measures--for ekample, the Graduateggcord'Examinations--
biographical characteristics, peer ratings on intellective'and,pertono-
logical variables, and scales from the Opinion, Attitude, and'Interest
Survey. The samples involved 46 first-year psychology students in 1965'
and 58 students in 1966. Results indicate that among all predictors only .

the peer ratings demonstrated predictive validity of first-year grades.

121a. Willingham, Warren W.' Predicting Success in Graduate Education.

Princeton, N.J:: Educational Testing Service, 1973. 23pp. ED 079 365.

The available objective evidence suggests that the accuracy of predicting

which studenta will succeed- in a particular graduate school- is. often no
better than modest, especially if such. predlions are based only,upon-a
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test or a grade record. Taken-together, these two types of predictors do
a reasonably good job, considering the restricted range of abilities
measured. The best way to improve selection of graduate students will be-
to develop improved criteria of success. This is no small job for graduate
faculties, but it carries the promise of more effective Utilization of
talent and greater assurance of equity ink,edmitting students to advanced
levels of training and according them the kivilege associated with sudh
programs.

122a.. Willingham, Warren W. yalidity-madthe Graduate Record Examina-
tions-Program. Princeton, N.J.: Edutational Testing Service, 1976.
36pp. ED 163,082-

The main purpose of this paper facilitate discussion Of important
issues - .'concerning GRE validity and to work toward a framework that:the
GRE Board Research Cothmittee will find'useful in assigning priorities and
:initiating projects; The background, scope, and meaning of the concept
of validity as it relates to the GRE are addressed in order to focus on
the six proposed objectivesforresedrch on:validity: (1) to encourage
and_facilitate institutional validity studies; (2) to deal effectively
With methodological issues concerning'_ validity that require the GRE

, program's initiative; (3) to develop improved_criteria of success in
graduate study;(4) to improve population validity -and enhance under-
standing of it; (5) to improve institutional use of summary program data;
and (6)'to systemically insure the validity of revised or new measures
resulting from piOgram renewal. The six ohjectives,are defined; and the
status of research relevant to each of the objectives is presented in .

terms of reports available and current projects.

123a. Wisneski, Carl Anthony. A-Comtr-ibution Toward the Professionali-
zation of.the Media Field Through the/Development of a Media Doctoral
Program Model. Ed.D. dissertation; Temple University, 1974, (Order No.
75=28150.)

The purpose of this study was to develop a doctoral-level program model
for preparation for the media field. The elements of the model include:
(1)-all prerequisites necessary for admission to 'the media doctoral
program, (2) the geheral institutional requirements for satisfactory
completion of the program, and (3) the tourse%work and/or experiences
that are deemed necessary for the doctoral degree in educational media.
A mailed questionnaire was utilized to gather :the data that was used to
determine the element's included in the media doctoral program model.
The media doctoral program model was developed through analysis and
consolidation of thd tabulated data from the questionnaire. The criteria
used to determine the inclusion of a. requirement in the model was a
positive reaction to thatrequirement by a majority of the respondents.
The following admission requirements (minimum) were stipulated: (1)

undergraduate grade point averag of 2.8 (A=4.0); (2) graduate grade
.point average of.3.1, (3) master's degree or 30 hours of graduate credit,
(4) two years teaching experience, (5) a personal interview, and (6)
Graduate Record Examinations combined score of 1060. General institu-
tional requirements (minimum) were: (1) 85 hours of graduate credit
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(including the master's), (2) 38 hours of graduate credit in the media
field; (3) grade point average of 3.1, (4) a dissertation; (5) a compre=
henaive written examination in the major field, (6) an internship project,

and (7) a field-experience project. The course/experiende requirements
(minimum)-are reflected in-the requirements already stipulated under
general institutional requirements. Thetotal of 85 graduate credit
hours prescribed for the media doctoral program would include the 30.
graduate hours for the master's degree (or equivalent) and therefore
require the Candidate to add 55 graduate credit hour§ during the media
doctoral program. If each course/experience represented the usual three

semester hours of credit, a minimum of 19 courses/eiperiences would be .

required to fulfill the_program requirement. '

124a. Woodard; ,Dudley Blakeslee Jr. Pri5diet4lIg Success in Graduate

School from Biographical Data Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio Univ., 1969.

Tcrpp. Tbrder Ns): 70-4757.)

The' mainfpurpose of this study was to determine the-extent to which an
objectively scored biographical inventory provides an effective means
of predicting in- school success:for Ohio University graduate atudents
enrolled in the Department. of Counseling; Guidance; and Student; ersonnel
and the Department of Psychology; A 300-item multiple:choice, biographical
inventory (BI) Waaadmitiatered in the fall and -winterqugrters to
graduate students in_both departments. TWO different forms of the
inventory were used in the test- retest. One hundred and seventy-one
graduate students completed both forms. _This_return represented 65
percent of the, graduate students enrolled_in both departMenta._ The
inventories were scored, on three empirically. etiVed keys: (1).creativity,

(2) female gradejoint averagei.and(3) male grade point. average. Other.:

predictor variables used in the study were undergraduate grade point_ _

average, the Graddate Record Examinations (GRE) verbal and quantitatite
Aptitude Tests,:and the GRE Advanced Education and Psychology Tests.
The criterion measures used'in the study Were graduate grade point
average and faculty ratings obtained_on a',SeManfic- differential rating

scale designed to assess differing dimensions of professional competence
In the student's major area of concentration._ Of the seven predictors,_
three were.found to account either singly or in combination for most of
the multiple_ correlation coefficient, variance in 80 percent of.the

.cases. Of the three,-the best predictor was the BI Form-Beta Creativity
Key, and the third best predictor was undergraduate grade point average;
-11oweVeri undergraduate grade point average waqnegatively related. to
faculty r4ingt. The best combinAtion_of predictors Was the Advanced
Test of*.-t6gORE and the BI Creativity Key. The verbal and quantitative

Aptitude Testaof'the GRE and the male and female BI grade point, average
keys were foundi in most cases, to be ineffective predictors across all '

Criterion measures forthe.totalsample and subgroups. The criterion

measures were. predicted more successfully lor. xhe female; post-masher's,
and second-year or more advanced. subgroup than.for any other;- subgroup.

.The best predicted criterion- measures were ProfessiOnal Interpersonal-
_

.Competence-:;;;ResearClk:Competencei' Diagnostic Competence, and Counseling/

tbdrapenticCompeten0
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125a. Yuker, Harold E. Effects of Reputing the Graduate Record Examin-
ations. Hempstead, trv.: Center for the Stu f Higher Education,
Hofstra Univ.- 1968. p. ED 027 818.

r.
2

A.Study of all Graduate Record Elaminations(GRE) scores reported.to
Hofstra University between September__ 1963 and_February 1968 revealed that
27 persons:hadrepeated_the verbal part of the GRE. Twenty-seven retook
the quAptitativa part, and 39 retook the Advanced Test., The interval
between test and_teteSt ranged from 2 to;;40 months.. The GRE scores of
students Who took the examination more ttian once were tompared
efforts, were made to relate- changes in the scores to'the time that
elapsed before the_examination wad taken again. The data revealed that a
higher score:was obtained by 59 percent of those retaking the verbal
portioni 707 percent of those retaking the .quantitative' section; and 90
percent:6f those repeatingthe:Advanced Test.- .,Alfhotigti-pie results are

..tentative because the sample:was small, it is concluded that the effect
of retaking th_GRE varies, depending onthesectionof; the test taken
And When it is taken. The average; increase inscoreson.theverbal__
section waa_21poitits, and there was little relationship between the

increase and time petiod between test and retest. The greatest
increase - -an average of 30 points--was obtainedon the quantitative___
.:test when it was retaken after one or two months. The average increase

on Advanced Test scores was 64 points. Increases were greatest when.

there was a long time lapse between firstand7.Sec'nd administrations.

.
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lb,. Bennett; George K. Response t:Robert William Caanseling Psycholo-
gitt,'1970, 2(2),-88-89:

The author of this, article presentsgan argument against the charge--.
lodged by R. I.,. Williams that conventional psychologicaltests-r6tanford
Bidet, Wechsler, Scholastic Aptitude Test, Stanford Achievement, Iowa

,

Test of Basic Skills, Graduate Record Examinationi, and Miller Analogies
Test--"are unfair and improperly classify Black-children." Bennett
,offers the following defense: (1) the educational deficit suffered by
the Culturally deprived is revealed by these tests, (2) the tests measure
the ability to performtasks or display acquired knowledge, but.do not
measure intelligence, (3) no test is designed to discriminate bi:sex,:.
religfan, or race,'and (4) tests attempt to elicit the best performance
of the respondent. Among the materials provided-by testers to iedUce
anxiety are the foll'owlng: a tape-recorded familiarization:progra
"culture-laden" verbal and numerical measures, and "CASn equipment
(three tape carfridgeSsontaining-well-paced, clearly given test instruc-

a,

tions.),

b.

The*.purpose of this article is to: clarify the-GRE Board and ETS position
concerning the purposes of the GRE--in particular, purposes related to
concerns raised by Mazl_ton (see" l06). ',Focusing on validity-related
research proposed by Minton, the author argues that the Criterion he
suggested is not appropriate.

2'

3b.= Cunnigen Donald. Graduates'of'Black Colleges White Graduate
Schoof.. Integrated Education, 1978, 16(2), 30.-3..,

Burns,-R. L. GRE and.ETS. American Psychologist,.1972, 27(3), 238.

In this article, the scarcity ofgradilates from black colleges in white
graduate programs is discussed. 'The author examines the effect of GRE
scores, university policies, and student motivation on the enrollment of
black students.

4b. Goodrich, Jonathan N. American'Standardized.Tests: Pseudo-Indicators
of Ability? Educational TedbnaLogy, 1975, f5(12), 23-25..

This article questions the widespread use and acceptance of standardized
graduate and professional school admission tests such as the Admission
Test for Graduate Study in Business,'and the Graduate Record Examinations.
These tests are given precedence as-screening devices by colleges,
universities,-and other organizations over what the authorasserts are
snore reltabXe indicators of a person's ability and'aptitude such as
academic retard, strength of recommendations, communication skills, arid
interpersonal competence and motivation. SeveralShortcomings of the
tests are enumerated., These include the tests' inabilities to measure
intelligence or the capacity to learn. They assess only nairow areas of
knowledge at merely one point in time, and they are culturally biased
toward White middle-class Americans. Many of the standardized tests have
little relationship to skills required for success in life. The unfortunate
corollary of the shortcomings of standardized tests is that people develop'.



premature prejudices about other people's abilities based on,these test

scores, and theseprejudices.often lead to self-fulfilling prophecies.

5b: Hudson, Randolph. The Graduate Record _Examinations: A Minority

- StateMent and 'a Predittricm. --New York: Association of_DepartmentS of

English 1969.. 3pp. ED 026 409. : -
-. . .

In this report, arguments are set forth to encourage continuedsuse of the
?.-:Graduate Recprd Examinations (GRE) as supplementary information'rather

than as an esiclusive criterion for selecting graduate candidates in
English. The author predicts that the-GRE will be increasingly used and
will increasingly come to define'and control undergraduate and graduate.

. instruction in English. .-':' "1:.4:A : -
, , ,

6b. Lamson, Merle.E. GRE Under fire,Again. Journal of Education for/
Librarianship, -1972, 1/(3), 175-177. `-:-

' The validity of using graduate Record-Examinations scores -either for
:

admission to or graduation from the .Brigham Young University Library
School is questioned. ,

7b. Love, W. D. Reexamination of GRE Scores. American Psychologist,

1972, 27(.3), 239.
. -..,

The author presents a brief note commenting upon the Marston article .1.

-(se; 9b) relaied to-ase of GRE scorns in the selection of prospective

graduate students. --
.

-.ft. Lynn, Jerit.E, Graduate Program Admissions Criteria Need Thorough

Study. Journalism Educator, 1978, 33(11, 20-22.

A follow-up to a plea by Scotton (see 13b), this article points_out that
most studies of GRE used as an admissions device do not support its use.

. The author argues that additional dimensions of applicants, beyond GPA
and GRE scores, need to be explored: "quality of undergraduate institu-
tion attended, demographic profiles, personality assessment, and the
like. The author describes studies touching on these variables and
recommends-that admissions procedures in journalism and refated fields-

be modified.

9b. Marston, Albert R. It Is Time to Reconsider the Graduate Record

Examinations. American-Psychologist, 1971, 25(7), 653-655.

This article reviews the generally low correlations of Graduate'Record-
Examinations geAeral Aptitude scores with various, criteria of performance

in graduate school. A retrospective study of Ph.D.s from one university:

is also reported, relating GRE scores to postdoctoral publication records.
Correlations were statistically zero (.02-.24), computed in several ways

for both clinical and nonclinical graduates. A national' review .Of the,

use of the GRE for screening is suggested in light of its. arent

effectiveness as an obstacle to -the admission-of-minority _sEudentsr. _

62
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10b. Marston, A.R. Rejoinder to Weitzman's Comments on "It. Is Time
Reconsider the GRE." American Psychologist, 1972, 27(9), 900.

This article continues the interchange that was initiated-by Marston (see
9b) related to.the appropriateness of criteria used-to validate the GRE.
(Also, see Weitzman; 15b.)

lib. Morgan; Margaret K. ReSearch Needed: To Identify Criteria, for
Selecting Health Care Leadership Personnel. Adult_Education, 1972,
24(2)1 143-148. .

4

This article criticizes the use of GPA and standardized test scores (for
example, the Graduate Record Examinations kores) as criteria for admis-
sion to .graduate schools in ttie:.health professions. The author cites
previous studies that indicate that (1) there_is little or qo relation-

,,, ship between college- grades-and'measprea of adult accomplishment; -(2)
-, screening instrumen measure what the individual has learned rather than

his potential or his creativity, and (3); persons in certain helping
professlestend not to do well on standardized tests. Research stra-

'.. tegies-fahodevglopng predictor criteria of success in tye health .profes-
'---sions are suggested. .

. .

12b. Robbins; Jane. CelebratingDiversity: A Report on and Plea for' .

'''':;-;, Multi-Cultural Gradruate Library.EdU6ation. Chicago,. Illinois: Associa-
tion of Ametican Library Schools, 1978. 36pp. ED 153 624:'

This paper discusses to what extent during the past eig to ten years
the student bodies of, accredited library schools have ch nged from the
predominantly white dgmographic characteristic. Its.principal foCus is

_upon the financial, educational, psYthosocial, and cultural barriers in
`higher education for Black, Mexican; Native- and Asian-American minority
students. It also briefly discussei concerns specifically ,related to
Canadian library schools. Even though a_number of schools have undertaken
effective recruitment 'programs, and there are more nonwhitelibrarians
than in the past, it'appears as though the progret,pade to date has'been
e' result of one-time efforts supported by dollars outside the regular

bud-et;-at present,' there is._little,indication that racial, diversity is
given high-priority in graduate library education. The major%-problems

that must be overcome- to increase minority enrollment includ6;: (1) the
profeasion,s-obsession-Wfth high edUcation standards, such as.; GRE scores
and grade point averages, as the primary prerequisites for admission to
graduate schooi;="(2)"ill-defined and;unarticulated recruitment and
admission policies with respeCt to minority enrollments; and'(3) curriculum
content that currently does not emPhasize intercultural communication and
minority-group concerns. A selected bibliography on_mi igher
education and librarianship is appended

Oil, - times F. Predicting Success of Students Entering Master's
Journalism Educator, April 1977, 32, 55-57.Programs.

''

__This article reviews the substantial body-of literature and research on
admission criteria,:Inciuding GRE scores, of which journalism educators
Should be:aware;
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14b. Michael A. TistS Tell Us Little About Talent. American
Scientist, 1976, 64(1), 57-63.

'It; is generally agreed.Ahat admission to colleges andJuniversities shbuld
_be bated On_merit, which is typically measured by certain test scores or
academic grades. However, test scores and,grades are not inherently
measures of merit, but re only assumed to provide an indication of the

ariplicant's competence. review of, a number of studies of the Scholastic

Aptitude Test-and the Grsdnate Record Examinations reveals their-ability
to predict academic gradeqbut -shows that they have little or no rela-
tionship to occupational or professional, success. It is_concluded that

test Acores should be used eliminate ,college candidates who score too
low, and that some kind ofilfe achieveMent measure should be used to
select candidates from.hos:above the cut-off scores.

15b. Weitzman, R. A. It Is'_Time to Re-Reconsider GRE--Reply to Marston.

-American_PtichoIagist, 1972,.,270), 236.

In this brief paper, the author points outsome inconsistencies in
Marston s (see 9b) analysis oflfE data withrespect to a criterion
problem and a seriout restrictidnOxt the range of ability. The author
offers some alternative reasons for keeping the GRE Aptitude and Advanced
Test in.Psychology-as'part of the selection procets at the University of
Southern California. (See also, 'Martton,,91:5-and Burns, 2b.)
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WHATSOVER, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OE MERCK6NTARILITY OR
FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR pURPOSE.

CMIC will re_plateprOdirds retuaried because of reproduction defects or in-
completeness. The ci4lity of the iriplel document is not the resrionsibilitY of
CMIC. Best available copy wikbesupplied.
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No waiver, alteration. or modificatioh di any of the provisions'hereof shall be
binding unless- in writing and signed by an officer of CMIC.

9. DEFALII.YAND WAIVER
-a: If CustornectfailsWith respect to this or any other agreement with CMICto

.= 2, _pey=voice when due or to accept any shipment as ordered, CMIC
wrrep ut prejudice to other remedies defer any further shipments-4..

until the default is corrected, or cancel this Purchase .Odder.
b. No course of condiict nor any delay ofCMIC irfexercisirt any right he-

reunder shall waive any rights of CMIC or modify this Agreement.

10. GOVERNING CAW - ;

This Agreement Shall be construed to be betweenmerchants, Any aile_stion
concerning its validity-, construction: or perfogrnance shall be governed by
the laws of the State of New york.
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11. DEPOSIT =COUNTS ;'
Custorners-whe have a continuing need for'ERIC documents may dperi

Deposit account- by depositing a minimum of $200.00. Once a dePetit ad'
count is opened, ERIC documents will be sent upon request. and the account
charged for the actual cost and postage. A monthly statement of the account
will be furnished.
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12. STANDING ORDER ACCOUNTS
Customers who desire to receive microfiche copies of all ERIC reports an-
nounced in each issue of.Resources in Education may do so by depositing
$2000.00 or submitting anexecuted purchaseorder. The cost of each issue
and,postage will be charged against the account. A monthly statement of the
a&bunt will be furnished.

13: PAPER COPX_(PC)
A paper copy (PC) is xerographic/eprocluction,onpaper,of the original
document. Each papersopy hasa Vellum Bristcciverta identify and protect
the document. -

14. FOREIGN POSTAGE. ,

Postage loran countrieothet thah the United States is based on the interna-
tional Postal Rates ,n effect at the time the order, is shipped. To determine
postage allow 75 Microfiche or 75 i PC) pages per pound. CustorrierS must

4,,,speeify the eked cletification of mail desired, and include thepoilage for
that classification with their order. Payment must be in United States funds.
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SubsCription orders of microfiche copies of all ERIC reports announced in each issue of
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SPECIAL COLLECTIONS (postage extra):::. .,-1V. ' $0:122/fiche
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Selected Documents on thatDiSadVaritaged 334:28
Selected Documents in nigher Education, 153.48
Manpower Research:1nVehtbiy for Fiscal Year 1_, 966 and 1967 79.67
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